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SUMMARY - An intensive analysis of hundreds of 
outstanding UFO reports, and personaL inter
views with dozens of key witnesses in important 
cases have Zed me to the conclusion that the 
UFO p~obZem is one of exceedingly gr~at scien
tific importance. Instead o f de~erv~~g t~e 
description of "nonsense probZ~m., wh~ch ~t has 
had during twenty years of off~c~az m~~han
dZing, it warrants the attent~on of sc~en~e, 
press and public not just within the Un~ted 
State~ but throughout the worZd, as a serious 
probZem of first-order significance. 

The curious manner in which this problem 
has been kept out of sight and maintained ~n 
disrepute is examined here. Basic respons~
biZity for its systematic misrepresenta7ion 
Zies with Air Force Project BLuebook wh~ch, on 
the basis of firsthand knowledge, I can onZy 
describe as having been carried o ut in the past 
dozen years in a quite superficiaL and incom
petent manner. 

Years of Air Force assurances have k ept 
the pubLic, the press, Congress, and the scien
tific community under the misimpression that 
the UFO probLem was being studied with thor
oughness and scientific expertise. This I have 
found to be compLeteLy false. ILLustrative 
examples, drawn from a very Large sampLe, wiZZ 
be described to demonstrate this. 

It is urged that the time is Zong overdue 
for a fuZZ-scaLe CongressionaL investigation of 
the UFO probLem, an investigation in which per
sons o utside o f officiaL Air Fo rce channeLs can 
put on record the astounding history of the way 
in which a probLem of potentiaLLy enormous 
scientific importance has been swept under a 
rug of ridicule and misrepresentation for two 
decades. 

The hypothesis that the UFOs might be 
extraterrestriaL probes, despite its seemingLy 
Zow ~priori probabiLity, is suggested as the 
Least unsatisfactory hypothesis for expLaining 
the now-avaiZabZe UFO evidence . 

INTRODUCTION 
June 24, 1967, will mark the twentieth 

anniversary of what we might whimsically call 
the "birth of the flying saucer . " For just 
twenty years earlier, on the afternoon of 
June 24, 1947, Kenneth Arnold, a Boise busi
nessman flying in his private aircraft, 
reported seeing a formation of nine disc-like 
objects skimming along at high speed between 
him and distant Mt. Rainier. He said that they 
moved in an unconventional manner "like a 
saucer would if you skipped it across the 
water." A reporter who interviewed Arnold 
after he landed that evening in Pendleton, 
Oregon, coined the phrase "flying saucers" to 
add a.feature-story twist to an observati9n 

that this experienced pilot had told in con
sternation - and a journalistic era was thereby 
opened. 

As one digs back through the subsequent 
history of the UFO problem, it becomes evident_ 
that a wave of UFO sightings actually began 
several days prior to Arnold's observation, but 
it was not until about July 4 that press 
interest rose exponentially and "flying 
saucers" were headline news throughout the 
country. I have recently had the opportunity 
of reviewing a compilation of UFO sightings 
for those first few weeks of what is usually 
regarded as the beginning of UFO observations, 
a compilation being prepared by T. R. Bloecher 
for publication later this year, probably by_ 
the National Investigations Committee on Aer1al 
Phenomena {NICAP). Al though I was already 
familiar with much UFO history when I began to 
examine Bloecher's material, I was startled to 
see the large number of reports of high-speed 
unconventional objects that flooded into press 
offices throughout the country in that early 
period, far more than I had ever guessed. 
Only a small fraction of the reports were 
carried by national wire services, so it has 
been necessary for Bloecher to dig into old 
newspaper files in many major U. S. cities to 
unearth the dimensions of that wave of sight
ings . 

I cite this early period as exempl ifying 
much that has happend subsequently, although 
most of the reports of that period have never 
been checked as were later cases , so one cannot 
yet regard the evidence for all the 1947 sight
ings as conclusive. A mixture of denials led 
to a rather quick fall-off in news value of the 
"flying saucers" in late 1947. Hoaxes wer e 
headlined with about as much emphasis as were 
reports from experienced observers. The pub
lished reports fell off, and for awhi l e it 
appeared that one had witnessed just another 
"silly season phenomenon," as some newspaper
men described it. 

But, surprisingly, the UFO reports began 
cropping up again. Here and there they 
received press coverage, mostly non-wire 
coverage in local papers . By 1948, consider
ably more reports were coming in, and military 
concern {which had probably never died out) 
was responsible for establishing an official 
investigatory project, Project Sign {often 
loosely called "Project Saucer"). Sign was set 
up January 22, 1948, with headquarters at 
Wright-Patterson AFB, within the then newly
creat~d United States Air Force. That date 
marks the beginning of Air Force responsi
bility for investigating UFO phenomena, a 
responsibility it carries to this date. I 
think it is rather striking that USAF was 
exactly seven days o l d when it was handed the 
UFO problem in 1948. 

Project Sign gave way to "Project Grudge" 
in February, 1949; and, with ups and downs, 
Grudge continued until about March, 1952, when 
it was superseded by "Project Bluebook," an 
organizational entity that survives today, 
still headquartered at Wright-Patterson AFB, 
The summer of 1952 brought one of the greatest 
waves of UFO reports on record, and the first 
Bluebook Officer, Capt. E . J. Ruppelt, has 
related {Ref. l) the hectic efforts of his staff 



of abvut ten Air Force personnel to keep pace 
with the reports that poured into WPAFB that 
summer. The famous Washington National Airport 
sightings of July 19 and 26, 1952, which 
included CAA radar observations, commercial 
airlines pilot observations, and ground obser
vations, created the nearest thing to a panic
situation that has ever evolved from UFO 
reports. After a White House query and 
numerous Congressional and press demands for 
an accounting, a press conference was called 
and the entire series of observations were 
"explained" as due to anomalous radar propaga
tion and mirage-type refraction events. (I 
have carefully examined these official explana
tions and find them entirely inadequate, inci 
dentally.) Although press attention subsided 
in the face of these assurances, Air Force con
cern behind-the-scenes continued, and early in 
the following year a panel of scientists was 
assembled to review the situation. 

THE ROBERTSON REPORT AND THE CIA 
The Robertson Panel (chaired by Caltech 

theoretical physicist H. P. Robertson) met in 
January, 1953, and reviewed selected UFO 
reports - apparently about eight in detail and 
nnout fifteen others on a briefing-basis. Two 
working days of case-reviews followed by two 
days of summarizing and report-drafting con
stituted the entire activity of this Panel 
during the period January 14-17, 1953. I 
describe that Panel's work in more than passing 
manner because I believe t hat the Robertson 
Panel marked ~ turning point in the history of 
UFO investigations. 

On the first of three visits to Project 
Bluebook at WPAFB last summer, I asked to see 
the full report of the Robertson Panel and was 
given that report by the present Bluebook 
officer, Maj. Hector Quintanilla. He informed 
me that he had "routinely declassified" it 
earlier on the basis of the "12-year rule" 
covering DOD documents. I made extensive notes 
from it and discussed its content with Maj. 
Quintanilla. On my next trip to Bluebook, on 
June 20, I requested a Xerox copy of the 
report. The copy was prepared for me, but not 
given to me because a superior officer 
suggested that since "another agency" was 
involved, they'd have to check before releasing 
it to me . I reminded them that I already had 
extensive notes on it and that I had already 
clic:cn,.sed its contents with many scientific 
colleagues around the country. I was assured 
that their check was perfunctory and that I 
would be sent the copy in a week or two. 

In fact, I never received it. The "other 
agj!ncy," the Central Intelligence Agency, ruled 
that this document did not come under the "12-
year rule" and reclassified it. Although a so
called "sanitized version" was later released, 
the full document remains undisclosed. A 
number of sections of the "sanitized version" 
have been published by John Lear, who asked for 
full release but got only the partial version 
(Ref. 2). 

I studied the full version in unclassified 
status . Military and scientific staff at WPAFB 
have been fully aware of my possession of this 
information for months. I have discussed it 

with many scientists. I regard it as open 
information in no way bearing on the security 
of the Uni ted States, and I shall now describe 
its contents here. I urge that press and 
<.:uugress demand full and immediate release of 
the entire text of the Robertson Report , 
including the CIA recommendations which have 
had such strong bearing on the way in which 
the Air Force has subsequently treated the 
UFO problem, so t hat other scientists can 
make their own evaluations of the manner in 
which scientific pursuit of the UFO problem 
was derailed in 1953. 

The scientists comprising the Robertson 
Panel (Robertson, Luis w. Alvarez, Lloyd V. 
Berkner, Samuel A. Goudsmit, Thornton Page), 
on the basis of what I must regard as a far 
too brief examination of the evidence already 
in Air Force files as of January, 1953, ruled 
(first) that there was no evidence of any 
hostile action in the UFO phenomena. In 'par
ticular they ruled (secondly) that there was no 
evidence for existence of any "artifacts oL a 
hostile foreign power" in any of the records 
which were submitted to them. And (thirdly) 
they recommended an educational program to 
acquaint the general public with the nature 
of various natural phenomena seen in the s kies 
(meteors, vapor trails, haloes, balloons, 
etc.), the objective being to "remove the aura 
of mystery" that the unidentified objects had 
"unfortunately" acquired. 

In view of the rather limited sample of 
UFO evidence which was laid before this Panel, 
such conclusions were perhaps warranted. The 
crucial shortcoming was this: There is no 
evidence that any of these five men had pre
vious extensive contact with the UFO problem. 
The principal cases they examined excluded 
some of the most interesting and s1gn1f1cant 
cases already on record (e . g . , Uni ted Airlines , 
1947; Chiles-Whitted, 1948; C. B. Moore, 1949; 
Tombaugh, 1949; Farmington, 1950; Chicago & 
Southern Airline s, 1950; TWA Airlines, 1950; 
Seymour Hess, 1950; Mid-Continent Airlines, 
1951; Nash-Fortenberry, 1952; and many other 
very significant 1952 sightings) • And a mere 
two days of review of the UFO data (prior to 
going into report drafting session) would not 
be enough for all the Newtons of science to 
sort out the baffling nature of this problem. 
The only scientist present at these sessions 
who had already examined a substantial number 
of reports was an associate member of the 
Panel, Dr. J. Allen Hynek. When I asked him 
last June why he did not then speak out, on 
the basis of his then five years experience as 
chief scientific consultant to the Air Force on 
UFO matters , he told me that he was "only small 
potatoes then" and that it would have been 
impossible for him to sway that eminent group. 
In reflecting on all that I have learned in my 
past year's work on this problem, I regard 
this four-day session of . the Robertson Panel as 
a pivotal point in UFO history. For instead of 
a recommendation that the problem be taken out 
of Air Force hands (on grounds of non-hostility 
of the UFOs) and turned over to some scientific 
agency for adequate study, there was a most 
regrettable fourth recommendat ion made in 
addition to the three cited above, a r~commenda
t1on m~de at the specific request of CIA repre
sentat1ves present at the final sessions of this 



Panel. (CIA representatives listed in the 
report given to me on June 6, 1966, included 
Dr. H. Marshall Chadwell, Mr. Ralph L. Clark, 
and Mr. Philip G. Strong. Top-ranking USAF 
representative present was Brig. General 
Garland, chief of the Air Technical Intelli 
gence Command. F . C. Durant and J. A. Hynek 
were "associate members" of the Panel.) 

Whereas the first three recommendations 
were later disclosed (though not for about 
fi"P vear s) , the fourth recommendation has 
never been fully reported in a manner that 
press, public, Congress, and science can evalu
ate. However, enough of that fourth recommen
dation is described in Lear's summary of the 
"sanitized version" that even persons who have 
not seen the entire document, as I have, can 
sense that a minor tragedy of science may have 
been effected in January, 1953. 

The fourth recommendatio~ made by the CIA, 
asked for a systematic "debunking of the flying 
sauce rs," to use the actual language Of"the 
document. And the stated objective o f the 
"debunking" was to "reduce public interest in 
~saucers." ---

Now I wish to make very clear that, on the 
basis of my examination of the full context of 
this fourth recommendation, I do not regard 
this as a dark a nd sinister action-Qf a covert 
body trying to deceive the citizenry of the 
nat1on. Rather, the reason behind this 
regrettable decision (that appears to have been 
acted upon so very faithfully by Project Blue
book ever since) was entirely understandable 
~ s een from ~ sdlely national -security view
no1nt~e unprece ented wave of UFO reporrs-Qf 
I952; some 1500 just in official Bluebook files 
alone, tied up Air Force intelligence personnel 
a nd intelligence machinery to an alarming 
degree. Given the scientists' opinion that 
there was no evidence that the UFOs came from 
any terrestrial power hostile to the u.s., it 
seemed to security people to be urgently impor
tan t to reduce this "noise" that might cover up 
real "signals" coming into inte lligence 
channels. Hence, viewed narrowly from security 
v1ewpo1nts, 1t made good sense to get this 
no1se suppre ssed. It has indeed been effec
tively suppressed in the ensuing fifteen years . 

AIR FORCE REGULATION 200-2 

1-lithin a few months after the CIA r ecom
mendation was incorporated as the fourth item 
1n the Panel summar y , a very important Air 
Force r egulation, AF 200- 2 , was promulgated 
(August, 1953). This regulation contains the 
actua ~ wording that "the percentage of uniden
tlfleu; must be reduced to a minimum," a goal 
that . has been well achieved. AF200-2 was tied 
1n tvlth a nother regulation, JANAP - 146, that 
effect1 vely made it a crime punishable with up 
to ten years impri s o nment and $10,000 in fine, 
1f anyon~ d1sclosed , at air-base level, any 
1nformat1on on any "unidentified . " Auxiliary 
r~gulat1ons made the other armed ser vices sub
S1d1ary to the Air Forces in UFO matters, so 
tha t all reports from a ny military channels 
were supposed to go to Project Bluebook at 
WPAFB. Local commands could release t o the 
press or to interested citizens information on 
reports for which known e x planations were 

available; but all unknowns were to go to Blue
book. 

This had an effect that is well known to 
all who have studied this problem closely. At 
Bluebook the most outrageously unscientific 
"explanations" were assigned to important 
sightings. Cases bearing not the slightest 
resemblance to feathered creatures were called 
"birds ," and some o f the most improbable 
" balloon" phenomena in all the history of 
ballooning can be found in Bluebook files. 
"Astronomical" was tagged onto cases that are 
no more astronomical than ornithological; and 
so it went. The "percentage of unidentified" 
was, by the fiat of scientifically untrained 
Bluebook officers , steadily "reduced to a mini
mum." And science be damned . 

I could discuss, for hours, specif~c 
details of cases reported since 1953 for which 
Bluebook has given utterly unreasonable 
"explanations," cases I have gone over in 
de tail and many of who se key witnesses I have 
personally interviewed. The only non- military 
person who has had continuing opportunity to 
examine these cases was the Bluebook consult
ant, Dr. J. A. Hynek, who has held that role 
continuously for eighteen long years. I have 
discussed s ome of the famous howlers with him 
and with Air Force personnel. I can only say 
here that I am quite dissatisfied with such 
answers as I have been able to secure. 

In those Bluebook files have lain 
hundreds of cases that received no adequate 
scientific review, that have often been 
explained away in s uch ridiculo us manner that 
even amateur astronomers or untrained citizens 
have publicly complained over the absurdity of 
the official explanations. And much more dis 
tressing have been the many cases in which 
r~~pcnsible citizens have, in all good faith , 
r eported significant encounte rs with unidenti
fied objects at close range , objects defying 
explanation in conventional scientific or 
technological terms, only to have the Pentagon 
press desk r elease official explanations in 
terms of "twinkling star" and "inversion," 
"mirages, " 11 balloon , " "refueling tanker," and 
the like. Such explanations, put out as if 
t hey resulted from a careful Air Fo rce check, 
ma de the citizens who reported seeing strange 
objects feel, as one victim put it to me, 
"like idiots." I truly doubt that Air Force 
personnel at WPAFB and the Pentagon can have 
any notion of the bitterness they have created 
among persons who have been made the butt of 
ridicule by these "debunking" policies that 
trace back so clearly to the 1953 decisions . 

The net effect,over the years, of such 
policies and procedures has been entirely 
understandable. News paper editors, not having 
staff to send out to check even the sightings 
in their own vicinity in a manner that could be 
termed scientific, and having no good reason to 
s uspect that the Air Force would be super
ficially inventing explanations with essen
tially no scientific content, quickly grew con
vinced that there must no t be anything to the 
UFO phenomena. Once this conviction was fairly 
well established , the natural propensities of 
journalists to prefer wri ting feature stories 



to factual accounts of inexplicable phenomena 
led to the "funny treatment," and that led to 
still more ridicule. That, in turn, led the 
discerning citizen to realize that if he did 
see a large red, glm1ing object 100 feet long 
over a field beside a lonely road at night, 
with no other witnesses to back him up, he' d 
better keen his mouth shut. And mouths shut 
up ~y the ~undreds, · as any serious student of 
the UFO phenomena knoi·IS very well through the 
recurrent phenomena of the disclosure of 
"hidden UFO reports." 

The "hidden UFO report" is one that some 
person has never related to anyone except per
haps one or two friends or members of his 
immediate family, until, by chance, he encoun
ters a serious investigator, whose chief goal 
ic n~t JUSt ridiculing UFO witnesses. Then he 
may disclose his previously hidden report. I 
have encountered many hidden UFO reports which 
the observer had elected not to relate even to 
members of his own family, so strong has the 
"r1diculc lid" become. NICAP i s often the 
recipient of hidden UFO reports when persons 
happen to read of that organization's serious 
efforts to solve the UFO puzzle. It is not 
surprising that one does not find huge numbers 
of hidden reports that have been disclosed to 
Bluebook! 

Thus the process g rew cumulative in 
nature. Instead of a fl01~ of corroborative 
reports with multiple witnesses who saw a given 
event from various locations (obviously invalu
able in scientific analysis of a case), one had 
a near-stoppage of reports, o r else the pain
fully recurrent situation where one found only 
a single witness coming forth in an area where 
the probability of additional observations 
seemed very high. The "percentage of unidenti
fied " was "reduced to a minimum," and ridicule 
was one of the potent reductive factors. 

Commercial pilots have had bitter expe
riences with Air Force discrediting of thei r 
reports, as for example in the famous Killian 
case (American Airlines pilot who, along with 
several other crews on Feb. 24 , 1959, saw three 
UFOs over Pennsy lvania). NICAP files and the 
important NICAP "UFO Evidence" (Ref. 3) have 
several good examples. The effect, by the late 
1950 ' s was clearly evident in the reluctance of 
airlines pilots to report sightings, a reluc
tance strongly enhanced, in some instances, by 
management directives from airlines offi ces 
instructing their pilots that they were not 
under any circumstances to publicly report any 
unidentified aerial objects that they might see 
during flight operations. This further reduced 
the percentage of unidentified in an area of 
great potential importance. 

Another exceedingly adverse effect of 
AF200-2 has been that radar sightings of 
unidentified objects cannot be disclosed to 
press or P.ublic by local air base personnel. 
Radar sightings do leak out in the midst of 
periods of active sightings, but then the next 
day official disclaimers usually appear, as in 
the case of the important Midwest wave of early 
August, 1965 . Radars at Tinker AFB and 
Car~w~l l AFB reportedly had unknowns at posi
tion~ compatible with reports from many state 

highway police in Oklahoma and Texas, as was 
learned by direct phone calls from the 
Oklahoma Department of Public Safety in the 
height of the excitement (Ref. 4). But the 
following day, the press was told these were 
due to "inversions" and "electronic malfunc
tions," as had happened before in such 
important cases as the Red Bluff , Calif., 
sightings of August 13, 1960, or the Redmond, 
Oregon, case of Sept. 24, 1959, or Skowhegan, 
Me., February 11, 1966, etc. In the August, 
1965, Midwest episode, it was interesting that 
l'lichi ta Weather Bureau radar, unaffected by 
AF200-2, also tracked many of the unknowns and, 
like the subsequently denied USAF radar obser
vations, matched ground-visual observations 
closely. In some cases FAA radar observations 
have been available to confirm visual sight
ings; in othe rs, one gets the impression that 
"a.a releases are compromised in some manner not 
unlike those at Air Force bases. 

No single effect of AF200-2 has been as 
scientifically disastrous as the compromising 
of the radar data. Here is an already avail
able electromagnetic sensing device, deployed 
in large numbers throughout the country, which 
is known to be capable of detecting UFOS. This 
latter assertion is fully justified by the pre-
1953 disclosure of many Air Force radar obser
vations o f high-speed objects f o r which no 
adequate explanations were ever given. Indeed, 
one of the problems that was repeatedly men
tioned in the Robertson Panel report (see 
Ref. 2) was the "fast-track" problem, which 
clearly bothered both CIA and Air Force in 
1953. And well it should, as one can readily 
learn for himself by reading Ruppelt's book 
(Ref . 1), or the long summary of radar sight
ings of ob jects tracked at multi-thousand-mph 
speeds as listed by NICAP (Ref. 3). A more 
recent case, that I have personally checked 
o n, occurred at Patuxent River Naval Air 
S tation on December 19, 1964, when two uniden
tified objects were tracked at speeds of over 
7000 mph. Whereas the Navy released a state
~ent attesting to the experience of the radar
man and whereas the operating personnel stated 
that the set was not malfunctioning, Air Force 
spokesmen told Sen. Harry F. Byrd, who queried 
the Air Force on the case, that an inexperi
enced operator was on duty and the set was not 
working properly (Ref. 5). 

And not only have American radars tracked 
high-speed objects executing maneuvers defying 
explanation, but so have radars of other 
countries. To cite one such case, South 
African Air Force radar tracked an object mak
ing repeated passes. at speeds of 1000 mph over 
the Cape on May 23, 1953, under conditions that 
led the government to declare it officially 
unknown, a status that they have recently 
reconfirmed. In addition, there are on record, 
both in USAF files and elsewhere, many cases of 
combined visual and air-borne radar sightings 
by military and commercial aircraft. The 
famous Rapid City, So. Dakota, case of 
August 12, 1953 (Refs. l, 3) could serve as 
a good example of unexplained Air Force sight
ings. After a UFO was spotted by a member of 
the Ground Observer Corps on night duty, two 
F-84's were vectored in to the location of the 
~~ject, which showed on GCI ground-radar. Both 



pilots got airborne radar lock-ons and also saw 
the glowing object visually, but could not 
close on it. Many more such cases can be 
cited, but not after August 1953 when AF200-2 
shut down further disclosures of military 
sightings. 

Citation of foreign radar sightings above 
leads to the inevitable question of why foreign 
governments have not conducted independent 
studies of the UFO problem. There seems abso
lutely no question but that the UFO phenomenon 
is a global phenomenon, so why haven't England 
or France, or Australia, dug into this problem? 
I have no final answers, but I aske d a French 
UFO investigator, Dr. Jacques Vallee, about the 
French situation in particular . He explained 
that whenever French investigators of the UFO 
problem made any appeal to their government, 
tney were told that the United States Air 
Force had been carefully studying that problem 
for years and had shown that there is nothing 
to it! I am told that the situation in 
Australia is not dissimilar. Is it conceiv
able that AF200 - 2 has succeeded in reducing 
the percentage of unidentifieds not only here 
but all over the world? I strongly suspect so, 
though that is an inference I could not prove, 
only make plausible by many examples. 

Air Force Regulation 200- 2 was given a new 
number a few months ago; it is now called 
AFS0 - 17. The only significant change was to 
permit the University of Colorado to gain 
access to airbase-level information on uniden
tifieds. Let us hope that this single impor
tant alteration will soon pave the way to 
clarification of radar sightings by military 
radar systems. But for fifteen years, 200-2 
has been a most effective barrier to free 
disclosure of precisely that type of observa
tional data that would have gone farthest 
toward arousing scientific concern for the UFO 
problem - the radar sightings. Much more can 
be said about the radar problem, but here the 
blockage effect of the "debunking order" that 
len to 200-2 has been the point of principal 
interest. 

1953 REVISITED 

Looked at in retrospect, and viewed 
against the large volume of unexplainable 
phenomena reported outside of military 
channels since 1953, the recommendations made 
by the five scientists who comprised the 
Robertson Panel seem most regrettable. 

Are they to be faulted for their actions? 
I think not . The cases they reviewed were 
selected by someone else, presumably Air Force 
intelligence officers, ,or possibly CIA repre
sentatives (though I stress that I doubt this 
and know of no evidence indicating that the 
CIA then maintained, or now maintains, any 
scientific scrutiny of the details of the UFO 
phenomena) . I feel e n tirely certain that if I 
had no prior knowledge of details of UFO cases 
and were suddenly asked to make a recommenda
tion based on a mere three days' look at UFO 
cases, I would not end up describing them as 
the greatest scientific pr oblem of our times. 
One might, however, wish that the Panel members 
ha~ a~ked for a better chance to review more 

cases; and one can surely ask whether non
hostility didn't argue need for getting the 
whole problem out of the mainstream of our 
military intelligence channels and into some 
primarily scientific channels where the problem 
could have been more adequately examined. 

The latter suggestion was, unfortunately, 
not made by the Panel. Probably these were 
busy men who thought the whole business had 
actually been well checked out by Air Force 
personnel and Air Force consultants. Perhaps 
they were reluctant to accept as scientifically 
significant observations made outside the 
scientific laboratory. Perhaps there were 
other considerations. 

But at any event, January, 1953, brought 
a marked turn of events . Bluebook operations 
under Capt. E. J. Ruppelt seemed to have been 
heading in 1952 towards some kind of system
atic investigation methods that might have 
hrounht the whole problem out into full glare 
of scientific light. But after 200-2 came out 
in August, 1953, and Ruppelt left the Bluebook 
staff shortly thereafter, a true period of 
"dark ages" began at Bluebook. Plenty of good 
reports kept coming in, as one can easily see 
by going over those files . But contrived 
"explanations" became the order of the day, 
and debunking to reduce public interest in the 
flying saucers went on apace . Organizations 
such as NICAP attempted to force the problem 
out into the open, but their efforts were 
treated by Air Force personnel as if they 
amounted to crackpot activities , a viewpoint 
which I found rather well established in Air 
Force circles when I began an intensive 
examination of this problem in April, 1966 . 
Whether this attitude has since altered appre
ciably behind scenes, I cannot say. I might 
note, however, that I have repeatedly stated 
to Air Force personnel concerned with the UFO 
problem that the NICAP investigations since 
its founding in 1958 are far superior to those 
of Bluebook, and I wish to repeat that asser
tion here. It is based on a great deal of 
first - hand experience and on the basis of 
careful examination of many cases investigated 
hy NICAP and Bluebook , respectively. Prior to 
June, 1966, I had no first-hand knowledge of 
either NICAP or Bluebook. By July, 1966, it 
had become very clear that Bluebook has been 
operated on an almost incredibly non-scientific 
basis , whereas NICAP's work merits high praise, 
especially when measured against the shoestring 
budget on which they have o perated. 

THE CONSPIRACY HYPOTHESIS 

I must comment next on one very intriguing 
aspect of the give-and-take between the Air 
Force and groups such as NICAP, namely the 
question of the "conspiracy hypothesis." Among 
those who have done a substantial amount of 
checking of UFO reports, there invariably 
develops great concern over what I term the 
"coverup versus foulup" controversy. 

Some feel, on the basis of considerable 
knowledge of UFO history, that there are so 
many well-documented instances in which Air 
Force personnel have obfuscated in their 
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handling of UFO cases that there must be a 
grand conspiracy, a high-level coverup of some 
sort . NICAP, and especially its Director, 
Major Donald E. Keyhoe, have cited dozens of 
instances that seem to suggest such a high
level coverup. I have to confess that I am not 
able to rebut these individual cases with 
specific information; I agree that, on the face 
of it, reany past actions do seem to suggest a 
pattern of almost conspiratorial coverup . But, 
at present, I cannot subscribe to the grand
coverup hypothesis. 

I do not believe, as do some UFO investi
gators, that the CIA or still higher security 
groups "know all about the UFOs," know that 
they are of extraterrestrial origin, and are 
concealing this from both the public and 
scier.ce. Rather I have seen a large amount of 
evidence, much of it compelling in its nature, 
that leads me to reject the grand- coverup 
hypothesis. I believe it is instead a trand 
fou lup, accomplished by people of very ~m~ted 

scientific competence, confronted by a messy 
and rather uncomfortable problem . (What air 
force off i cer, American, British, Russian, or 
Chinese, would care to admit that in his 
country ' s airspace there are maneuvering 
objects of unknown nature far exceeding in 
performance characteristics anything his 
friends are flying!) I have told Air Force 
personnel quite directly that I think it's a 
foulup, not a coverup, and until I see new 
evidence to the contrilrv I shall subscribe to 
thi.s •:iew. -

As a result of close scrutiny of the 
op•rat~nq methods of 9luebook, after seeing at 
:irsthand how little scientific expertise has 
oe~n u t:lizP.d at Bluebook, and after finding 
no one in any Air Force office that r have 
visited who exhibits any appreciable knowledge 
o f the fJll history of the UFO problem, I have 
s lowly fo rmed my own picture of what has 
~robably :1 appen~d in this long-standing coverup 
vs foulup co~troversy . I s e nse that groups 
l ~ke NICAP who have been assiduously investi
<Jat~ng t:-.e 1JFO probl"'rn over the years have been 
~ncapable of imagining how incompetently the 
;:> r ob lell' ":a s a c tually being handled "i thin the 
,;i r E'c•rce. They could o nly imagine that every
th ~ng ,~ kn e w "as surely also known to Blue
book ~nvest~gators, and that all those spurious 
explanat~ons defy~ng elementary scien tific 
principles could only be the efforts of not
t oo-careful o fficers assigned to put out the 
coverup prop aganda . 

But after seeing what has gone on at Blue
bock, after tillking with higher-eche l on person
nel at lvPAFB who were almost unaware of what 
was being done in the 3-man (major, sergeant, 
~ecretary) operation, and a f ter being assured 
~ n the most convincing manner that Bluebook has 
been an extremely low priority project (one of 
~bout 200 i n , the Fore~gn Technology Division of 
hPAFB where ~t has la~n in recent years) , I 
f orm a . very d~fferent picture. My picture of 
all th~s ~s no cloak-and-dagger conspiracy, no 
effort to prevent p ublic panic over the "real 
~ature" of the UFOs, no front organization 
named Bluebook concealing a higher-level inves
t~gat~o~ o f t h e ~FOs. Instead I see just one 
lncompetently ana superficially investigated 

case after another swept under the rug. 

Bluebook, without conspiratorial finesse, 
has succeeded in hoodwinking us all. One of 
their most successful tactics might be called 
the "five-day delay." After an important 
sighting that has somehow made the wire ser
vices (many of us wonder how it is that certain 
cases make the grade while so many others go 
unnoticed) , Bluebook and the Pentagon press 
desk just wait. Then, when press interest has 
gone through its characteristic half-life of 
about two or three days, they put out some 
"explanation" and add solemn assurance that the 
Air Force has investigated such and such a 
number of cases in the past ten years and of 
these such and such a tiny percentage have 
been regarded as unidentified, and the public 
and the editors shrug their shoulders once 
again, forget the sightings, and decide there 
sure must be a lot of nuts in the country to 
be reporting such outlandish things when the 
Air Force keeps on dutifully checking them and 
finding them all due to twinkling stars and 
meteors. It works. As editors, ask yourselves 
if it doesn't work! 

And all the time groups like NICAP, having 
diligently dug out the facts, usually in far 
more detail than has Bluebook or its consult
ants, are left wondering how such atrocious 
official explanations could be palmed off on 
the public unless ... and their suspicions that 
there ~ be a top-level coverup grow and 
grow. I believe that this, combined with 
inherent tendency for military personnel to 
play it safe and play it classified when in 
doubt about an uncomfortable situation, has 
generated the suspicions of a well-designed 
conspiracy. When jets are scrambled to try to 
fo llow a UFO, and all is later denied, I think 
it's just some colonel playing it safe . I do 
not, in my rejection of the hypothesis, fault 
those who have been driven to it by some fain t 
faith in the image of scientific expertise so 
diligently shaped by innumerable Press Informa
tion Officers at the Pentagon and elsewhere. 
Out in the area of the UFOs, that image appears 
to me to be a completely false image, almost 
laughably false. The United States Air Force 
most assuredly has a lot of top-notch scien
t i f i c talent at its disposal. It just hasn ' t 
used any of it on the UFO problem for at least 
fifteen years, as far as I can see. 

I have often wondered if perhaps the PIOs 
at the Pentagon press desks actually believe 
that, with all the engineering and scientific 
talent that can be found up at Wright
Patterson AFB, Bluebook must have a lot of 
that talent, too. This, at l east, might 
explain how the Pentagon desk has dutifully 
passed on to a sometimes howling-mad local 
citizenry "explanations" of the most patently 
senseless nature ~n recent years. I might add 
that one add~t~onal strong argument against the 
~~gh-~evel coverup hypothesis is the very 
~nept~tude of Bluebook "explanations." If CIA 
and USAF reall~ wished to conceal the UFO, they 
could very eas~ly have assigned to the Bluebook 
off~ce clever, scientifically trained officers 
who could have contrived sensible rather than 
absurd "explanations." This has clearly not 
been done . Finally, were there some frantic 



effcrt on the part of CIA and USAF to plumb the 
secret of the UFOS, NICAP and even a person who 
has done as muc h checking of strong cases of 
close-range sightings as I have done, would 
surely run into many cases where the key wit
nesses had been carefully interrogated by 
trained personnel .out to get every last shred 
o f evidence from a strong case. Quite the 
opposite situation prevails: Again and again 
one finds that even when key witnesses risked 
ridicule and reported a case to Air Force 
channel s, no i n vestigation of any kind was con
ducted. Let me cite a single example that I 
checked just last week . 

A report in the latest NI CAP bulletin 
(Ref . 7) indicates that: "A UFO ov er the 
u~i :ed ;ati o ns in Yew York City was rep orted ly 
s~er. on !lovember 22 , Z9 66 . Wi t nesses included 
a ~ l east eight employees of the American News 
;cper ?~ol ishers As sociation, who watc hed f r om 
t ~ei r ojf~ce s on the J?th floor o f ?50 Thi r d 
~ven ~• at 4: 2 0 P.M. on a bright , s unn y day. 
:~ e UFO ~as a rectang ular, cus hi on -shape d 
o =i•= =· .. (whi ch ) came southwa r d o ver the Ea st 
Rivez·, the n ho vered o ver th e VII Build ing ... 
It f Zu.ccere d and bobb ed like a ship on agitated 
~accr." Witnesse s mentioned were D. R. McVay, 
ass istant gene ral manager of ANPA and Mr. w. 
H. Leick , manager of the ANPA's Publications 
Department. I telephoned the ANPA offices and 
spoke at some length wi th Mr. Leick about the 
slghting. He confirmed that e ight or nine 
persons were out on the 17th floor terrace 
watching the object hover over the UN Building 
for a number o f minutes as it rocke d and 
ref lected the sun's rays with a golden glint 
before rising and moving off . I asked Leick if 
they reported it t o any Air Force channels , and 
he s aid that A. A. LaSalle called a New York 
office of the Air Force and was a ssured that an 
off i cer would be in t h e next day to interview 
them. But no o n e ever came. This is indica
tlve of the diligence with which the Air Force 
is s eek ing out the last b it of evidence about 
UFOs . Over a half dozen responsible witnesses 
see an u nconventio nal object hover over mid
town Manhattan, they te ll the Ai r Force, and it 
yawns ! Lelck added that they also phoned a New 
Yo r k newspaper "which shall go unnamed," b ut 
"they weren ' t interested." It got to NICAP 
almost by accident, and NICAP sen t up their 
standard witness-questionnaires which Leick 
~airl they al l filled out as carefully as the y 
could .* If this we r e an isolated instance, it 
might be amusing; it is all too typical, unfor
tuna te lv. So I don't see the earmarks of a 
frant i c-race against time to secretly solve the 
enigma of the UFOs. 

*Incidentally, my phone call to Leick i l lus
trated anothe r poi nt - it turned up one more 
of the many "hidden UFO reports" I have 
rece1ved . Leic k and his wife, driving at night 
on the Ohio Turnpike several years ago, had 
seen a lumino us, unco n v entional object with a 
ci r cular array of lights. After hovering about 
5 minutes , it took off in an oblique climb at 
very high speed . "I've never seen anything 
that fast," Leic~ told me. He had never re
?Or ted 1t, havi ng no desire to be ridiculed fo r 
h1s observation , he explaine d. 

I f my view is wrong, if there is a high
level coverup , then I am going to be o ne of a 
v ery large number of scientists, both within 
this country and outside it, who are going to 
want to hear some fast explaining as to how a 
scientific problem of the potential interest of 
the UFO problem could be regar ded as the legit
imate domain o f deception-operations unparal
leled in previous history. But, to repeat, I 
just don't believe there have been such opera
tions~n a recently published book [Ref. 7), 
L . J . Stanton also rejects the "conspiracy 
hypothesis," but for reasons which seem to me 
to reflect incomplete knowledge of t he facts 
of the case. Stanton 's book can be recommended 
as a generally sound analysis of the histor y of 
the UFO problem and the shortcomings of the 
o fficial investigations.) 

Thus, it ' s not the UFOs but the Air Force 
investigation that is the big joke, as I now 
see it. 

vn June 7 , 1966, at the end of my first 
visit to Bluebook, and after incredulously 
pouring over perhaps 150-200 cases selected at 
random from the Air Force UFO files , I s tated 
to Brig. Gen. Arthur W. Cruikshank, Jr., com
mander of the Foreign Technology Division at 
WPAFB,that when the full picture gets out as to 
how the Air Force has mishandled the UFO prob
lem, "the Ai r Force will look very, very sad." 
I still regard this prediction as sound, ten 
months later. Gen. Crui kshank' s response was 
laudable. He put three officers onto the task 
of carrying o ut a quick review of Bluebook. I 
extended all possible cooperation to that trio 
of o ff icers l ast summer, and then I heard no 
more. I s u bsequently found that Gen . Cruik 
shank (who seemed to be q uite interested t o 
hear a r ea l live scientist in his office say
ing that there might be much more to the UFO 
problem than had ever met the Air Fo r ce eye) 
was transferred to another command on the \-lest 
Coas t as part of a routine shift of personnel. 
Therein one sees one more facet of the Ai r 
Force problem. No one has ever stayed with 
this problem long enough to sense its true 
dimensions. There have been a hal f dozen 
blueLook officers since Ruppelt . None seems 
to have had any appreciable scientific back
ground . Only the chief scientific consultant 
has been present over the who l e eighteen years , 
and until recent months, Dr. Hynek seems not to 
have taken very seriously the enormous volume 
of important reports that one finds packed into 
the huge files in the Bluebook office. And so 
years have slipped by and the UFO probl em is 
sti l l with us. Worse yet, credible UFO reports 
of close-range sightings are on the increase, 
and this despite the "ridicule lid" which 
callous Air Force discrediting has imposed. 

SCI ENTISTS' VI EWS ON UFO s 

Having suggested that press and public 
have been misled by the CIA-requested debunking 
that Bluebook has carried out in the past dozen 
years, it is next in order to ask why scien
tists have no t seen through the misrepresenta
tions. Certainly at this writing one wo uld be 
rash t o suggest that more than a few per cent 
of the country 's scientists take the UFO 
p r oblem seriously. If the true percentage is 
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larger, then I can only say that most of the 
supporters are keeping themselves very well 
concealed. By contrast, those who scoff at the 
UFOs as a l o t of nonsense or as an expression 
of the human need for miracles or as the mis-
t .. ;,..,,, observations of untrained laymen are 
both r.umerous and vocal. 

In seeking an explanation of this pattern, 
one must aga i n lay primary responsibility on 
Air Force Project Bluebook for having left 
s ci entists with no reason to doubt that the 
problem was being very thoroughly investigated. 
Scient~sts are busy people, always have more to 
do than they have time for, and when they read 
i n t he p apers that Bluebook has explained away 
a l l bu t a t i ny percentage of reports and that, 
fo r mo s t of those,explanations could probably 
ha ve been f ound had there been more adequate 
information, they are not likely to pursue the 
matter farther . Scientists, like Congress and 
the public, had no reason to suspect that all 
tho se Pentago n reassurances were baseless, so 
most of them ignored the problem. 

Others , unfortunately, without any first
hand knowledge abou t the actual UFO evidence 
and wi t ho ut any personal examination of a 
s ubstantial number of UFO reports, have felt 
free t o s peak ex cathedra that "people have a 
need for miracles, so what ' s more natural i n 
a s cientific ag e than scientific miracles," 
a ;,(j so on . Many, seeing the highly visible 
cultist and crackpot fringe of believers in 
UFO space messengers have baselessly assumed 
t hat this was the entire picture . Others 
h ave simply opined from their armchairs with 
scarcely a ny k nowledge of any sort , just speak
ing from scientific orthodoxy at its worst. 

In NICAP and in other similar groups such 
as APRO (Ae r ia l Phe nome na Resea rch Organiza
t~on ), t here has been a mode st number of 
s c ientists who have followed the UFO problem 
with some in teres t, t hough no ne seems to have 
purs ued the matte r as a full-time effort. None 
could be r a t e d a t Nobel prize-winning caliber, 
~one are leaders of American science, I 
s uppose; and most h ave been reluctant to speak 
o ut on t he basis of their personal knowledge, 
t ho ugh they have suspected that scientific 
value s wer e being ~gnored in the neglect of 
the UFO ques tion . I was, myself, in roughly 
that las t catego r y until I decided, a year ago, 
to try t o make an intensive study of the prob
lem and s ee i f the r e really was anything to all 
t ho s e reports tha t seemed to keep cropping up. 
Despite almost a decade of i ntermittent check
ing o f l ocal UFO repo rts near Tucson , I had 
SE:c ll too few instances of strong cases to feel 
f r ee t o extra po late very far. I was entirely 
unprepared for what I found almost immediately 
upon mak ing a pers onal check of NICAP ' s operat
i ng methods and case files, and upon doing the 
same at Bluebook . I feel sure that my reaction 
"·ill be paralleled by that of many other 
scientists just as soon as they can be per
suaded t o personally look into the actual 
nature c f the UFO e v idence in detail. To get 
them to do so , I am finding, is not as easy as 
one migh t hope. 

I might say that I have never met a scien
t~ st who has ma de what I c ould regard as an 

adequate investigation of the UFO problem who 
is at all inclined to sneer at the problem. 
If I did find one, I would be extremely 
interested to hear his arguments. 

There is one scientist who has written and 
lectured a great deal about UFOs, and who· has 
certainly looked at a lot of cases without 
being convinced that the UFO problem involves 
anything of great scientific interest. That 
is Dr. Donald Menzel, former Director of the 
Harvard College Observatory. Dr. Menzel has 
published two books on the UFOs, both aimed at 
explaining UFOs chiefly in terms of misinter
preted meteorological and astronomica l phenom
ena (Refs 8, 9). I am deeply puzzled by those 
books, e specially the more recent one . 

My puzzlement stems from realizing that 
Dr . Menzel's background in physics and astron
omy is well-attested by his authorship of a 
number of texts and references in those areas. 
Despite that background, when he comes to 
analyzing UFO reports, he seems to calmly cast 
aside well-known scientific principles almost 
with abandon, in an all-out effort to be sure 
that no UFO report survives his attack. 
Refraction processes are quite well understood 
i n optics , and the refracting properties of the 
atmosphere are surely as familiar in astronomy 
as in meteorology , if not more so. Yet in 
"explanation" after "explanation" in his books, 
Menzel rides roughshod over elementary optical 
considerations governing such things as 
mirages and light ref l ections . For instance, 
the interesting observation made by Dr. Clyde 
Tombaugh, in August, 1949, who along with two 
members of his family saw a puzzling array of 
pale lights move rapidly through their zenith 
sky in Las Cruces, New Mexico, and disappear 
into the southeastern sky, .is casually attri
bute d by Menzel to "reflections of ground 
lig hts against the boundary of an inversion 
laye r in the air . " The difficulty that these 
lights were rapidly moving in orderly fashion 
across Tombaugh's sky Menzel explains (Ref . 9, 
p . 269) by asserting that it was produced by 
"a ripple in the thin haze layer ." That is, 
"this ripple, tipping the haze layer at a 
slight angle, could have reflected the lighted 
windows of a house; as the ripple progressed in 
a wavelike motion along the layer, the reflec
tion would have moved as did the rectangles of 
light." Now this might go down with a layman, 
but to anyone who is at all familiar with the 
physics of reflection and particularly with 
the pro perties of the atmosphere through which 
generations of astronomers have successfully 
watched a large numbe r of astronomical events, 
the suggestion that there are " haze layers" 
with sufficiently strong refractive index 
gradients to yield visible reflections of 
window lights is simply absurd. But, in 
Menzel's explanations , light reflections off 
of atmospheric haze layers are indeed a sight 
tv ~ehold . This, I say, I simply do not under
stand, since one is not dealing here with some 
subtle shade of o pinion. Such a near-normal 
reflection process just does not occur in our 
atmosphere - and no one should know this better 
than an experienced astronomer. 

Refractive distortions of stellar images 
are a f amiliar source of trouble to astronomers, 



and the circumstanc e s gover ning these distor
tions are rather well known . Certainly the 
order of magn itude of refractive displacement 
and oscillations are extremely well known. 
Yet Dr. Menzel speaks in detail (Re f. 9, 
p . 61) of a "mirage of Sirius" which he , him
self, reportedly observed while flying in an 
Air Force aircraft in the Arctic, in which 
refraction effe cts are supposed to have 
enlarged Si rius to an apparent angular diameter 
of about 12 minutes or mor e of arc (equivalent, 
he asserts, to a sphere a foot or two in diam
eter at a distance of 300 feet) . Just how 
r efractive index gradients with the axial 
symmetry necessary to e nlar ge a stellar image 
into a circular disc of such relatively enor
mous diameter could ever develop within our 
atmosphere, Ar ct i c or otherwise, is not hinted 
by Menzel, nor does he confront the pu zz l e of 
how, as he flew along, h is steadily c hanging 
optical pa t h always provided him with this kind 
of a refractiv e index pattern of axial symmetry 
despite looking through steadily changing air
patns : But having made his point, he uses it 
as the bas~s of discounting UFO sightings by 
exper~enced pilots who, he indicates, repeated
ly see refraction phenomena of just the same 
type. This is nonsense. 

The important Nash- Fortenberry sighting of 
July 14, 1952, i n which the pilot and co-pilot 
of a Pan-American DC-4 observed six red -glowing 
disc-shaped objects maneuver at high speed and 
1n unconventiona l manner below their plane over 
Chesapeake Bay, is readily explained by Menzel 
(Ref . 9, p . 256 ff) as searchlights hitting an 
"1nvers1on layer . " He speaks of what"a thor
ou~h study of the situation showed, " but as one 
reads along, it becomes clear that all of his 
arguments apply only to format i on of the famil
iar nocturnal inversion layers that h ug the 
earth's surface . Yet th e two experienced Pan 
~~er1can pilo t s d is t i n ctly describe ( and 
Menzel's book, p. 258 , reiterates this) the way 
in which the observed luminous objects "abrupt
ly began a steep climb to an altitude above 
that of tnc plane," an appearance quite out of 
qu~stl o~ !or an hypothe t1cal searchlight shin
:ng on an hypothe tical 1nvers1on layer near the 
earth's surface. But many other de tails of the 
s1g nt1ng, clearly stated by Nash and Forten
berr y, such as t he sharp- edged na t u re of the 
glowing discs, a nd their impressive formation
holding maneuvers, are glossed over in Menzel's 
inversion-layer explanation. Such easy neg lect 
of salient features of the cases h e treats 
marks ma ny other examples that could be cited. 

Menzel's e xplanation of the famous Chiles 
Whltted sight1ng lS anothe r excellent illustra
tlon of his methods of argumentation . An 
Eastern Alrlines DC- 3, piloted by Capt. C. s. 
Chiles w~th J. B. Whitted as second officer, 
encountered a high- speed rocket-like glowing 
object approaching them out of the northe ast in 
the early morning hours over Montgomery, Ala . , 
on July 24, 1948 . The object was described as 
hav1ng a length o f over 100 ft and thickness 
twice that of a B-29 fuselage; it had some thing 
resembling blue-glowing ports and a fiery wake 
stream1ng from its aft end ; and j ust as it 
?assed the aircr aft, rocking the DC-3 as it did 
so , lt pulled upwards into a steep climb and 
?a~sed out of sight through the broken cloud 
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deck overhead. All of these details are on 
recotd with the Air Force and are recounted in 
Menzel's book (Ref. 9, p. 108). Menzel 
sugges ts that this was a fireball (intensely 
bright meteor). He glosses over the . r eported 
rocking of t he DC - 3, and comple t ely.lgnores the 
un-meteoric pull-up and vert1cal cl1mbout . But 
what is most d ifficul t to understand , from an 
astronomical point of view , is that he goes on 
for sever al pages indicating that since that 
incident occurred near the time of the De l ta 
Aquarid meteor shower, these pilots wer e fooled 
by a fireball from this shower. Now first of 
all, few showers have meteoroids large enough 
to reach the fireball class (br ighter than -5 
magnitude) , and the Delta Aquarid stream is not 
one of the showers noted for this. But much 
more surprising is that Me n zel clearly failed 
t o check his compu t ations of the position of 
the showe r r adian t , for had he done so he 
would have found that the Delta Aquarid radiant 
was at culmination about 40° above the southerr. 
horizon, whereas the Eastern Airlines DC-3 was 
heading towards t he northeas t . Had Chiles and 
l~hitted seen a n Aquar1d meteor in the skies 
ahead of them, it would have given the appear
ance of moving in the same general heading as 
the ir p lane, whereas all accounts, including 
Menzel's own version, describe t he huge glowing 
object as coming directly towards the ai r craft ! 
Thus there is a clean-cut err or o f about 180° 
in Menzel's Aquarid meteor explanation. But 
Menzel closes his pat discussion of this case 
(Ref. 9, p. 112) with the statement that 
" ... there can be no doubt that Chi les and 
Wh1tted misinterpreted the appearanc e of an 
unusually brill i ant meteor ... " 

The phenomenon of anomalous p r opagation of 
radar within layers of strong gradients of 
humidity a nd temperature is well und erstoo d. 
To determine whether significant beam-refrac
tion can occur, one cons ul ts radiosonde data to 
see just wha t i ndex gradients prevailed. 
~lenzel discusses a number of UFO reports in 
\<hich he invokes anomalous propagation , but in 
no instance does he present evidence that he 
hils examined any quantitative aspects. IHth 
qualitative arguments, false arguments are 
easily bui lt up; quantitative considerations 
are what one finds almost non-existent in 
Menzel 's disposal of UFO sightings. In some 
instances, he attributes airborne r adar echoes 
to phenomena which are unknown t o military 
pilots and unexplainable i n terms of meteorol
ogy and physics. F~r example, in the important 
Port Hur on , Michigan , case of July 29, 1952, 
ground rada r detected a high-speed unknown and 
then the rada r in the nose of o ne of the F-94's 
vectored into the unknown picked up an echo 
and locked-on ; finally the pilot himself s a w a 
fast-moving glowing object in that location. 
Menzel (Ref. 9 , p. 160) easily e xplain s the 
visual effect as the star, Capella, and the 
ground-radar fix and radar l ock- o n he explains 
away as "phantom r eturns caused by weather con
d itions. " Evidently he d id not examine the 
available radiosonde data for that date and 
area, as I did , for there was absolutely no 
chance of anomalous propagation causing false 
ground- returns on the ground-based r adar tha t 
original l y picked up this fast-moving and oddly 
maneuvering target. But stil l more perplexing 
is his suggestion that the airborne lock-on by 



the F-94 was due to "weather conditions . " 
Index gradients adequate to give appreciable 
super-refraction or subrefraction are unknown 
in the free atmosphere. Still more signifi
cant, is that one cannot get a return even with 
powerful index gradients unless there is some 
solid radar - returning object in the be nt beam. 
Near th~ earth's surface, it is ground objects 
of one sort or another that provide these false 
targets of solid nature; but aloft there are no 
such solid objects lying around to throw back a 
spurious echo. The result is that "ground 
returns" are entirely unknown aloft, and one 
need only ask an experienced Air Force pilot to 
confirm that Menzel is here (and in other simi
lar cases such as the o utstanding B-29 case 
over the Gulf of Mexico, December 6, 1952, dis
cussed on p. 5 of Ref . 9) invoking a phenomenon 
that just does not ~· 

Many other such examples of loose reason
ing, fallure to check the relevant weather 
data, and casual neglect of key features of 
the reports could be cited. He speaks (Ref . 9, 
p. 179) of the "freak weather" and of severe 
e lectrical activity near Levelland, Texas, on 
the night of Novembe r 2/3, 1957, when observa
tions by 10 independent witnesses were made 
within a two-hour period of a large luminous 
egg - shaped object that hovered over fields or 
roads and stopped ignitions of engines in eight 
or ~lne vehicles. Having asserted, without 
docu~entation, that there was severe lightning 
in the area, he goes on to say that the 
ObJeCts, estimated by various witnesses at from 
100 to 200 feet in length, were just "ball 
lightning." And wet ignitions stopped the 
ca.:-s. 

The fact that the engines could be re
started just as soon as the object darted off 
would, of course, be entirely inconsistent with 
wet ignitions; but that feature of the observa
tions is ignored. Worse, the actual weather 
data for the night and locale i n question are 
ignored. I dug out the weather maps and rain
:all data. A large high- pressure area was 
moving southward over the Texas Panhandle, com
pletely antithetical to convective a ctivity and 
lightning of any sort - and a check of half a 
dozen stations in the vicinity revealed that 
there was not even any rain falling during 
this perlod, nor had more than a small amount 
fallen hours ~arlier that day when a cold 
f r ont went through . 

The Air Force offers the same absurd 
explanation of the Levelland UFO reports, 
inciQentally, and Dr. J. A. Hynek, who was 
involved in formulating the Air Force explan
ation of this one, has stated to me that this 
explanation was a bit "unfortunate." The 
Levelland case affords an excellent illustra
tion of how the press has been used by the 
Alr Force ln its "debunking" efforts. The 
Levelland case, plus several others else
•.;here in the Southwest on the same night, 
w·ere headline news all over the country on 
November 3 and 4, 1957. No response came from 
the Air Force for another four days, long 
enough for editorial interest to wane a bit. 
Then an AssociatedPress dispatch of Nov. 7, 
1957, _relterated the usual: "The Air Force 
says lts investigations of 5,700 reported 

sightings of flying saucers in the past 10 
years have produced 'no physical or material 
evidence ' that such things exist. • In the 
Tucs o n DaiLy Citizen , that dispatch was 
headed "5700 Duds." Turning the page from 
Menzel's disposal of the Levelland case, one 
finds him re-using the ball lightning explana
tlon to account, on the next page, for another 
case, the Loch Raven Dam case of October 26, 
1958. He ignores completely the point that 
here, too, the car engine was stopped, but the 
witnesses' report of a large luminous object, 
estimated at 100 feet or so in length, hover
ing over a bridge structure, he attributes to 
more ball lightning. To make the latter seem 
to fit better, he refers to the object as a 
"ball," despite the witnesses' r emarks that it 
looked much like "a Navy blimp" (Ref. 10, 
p. 192). Also ball lightning is a luminous 
mass only a foot or two in diameter, so how 
Menzel feels it can attain a size of 100 ft 
is far from c lear . But the real irrelevance 
of the entire "explanation" emerges only when 
one runs down the weather map for the day in 
question and finds that a large high-pressure 
area sat over the East Coast, precluding any
thing like the kind of atmospheric electrical 
activity so casually invoked by Menzel . 

I could easily go on at much greater 
length with specific objections to Dr. Menzel's 
methods of explaining UFO cases, but the above 
should suffice to suggest the nature of my 
strong objections to his writings on this sub
ject. I simply do not regard them as substan
tial scientific analyses of the UFO phenomena. 
I believe they should be ignored. 

However, they have not been ignored at 
all. One can find references in the writings 
of other scientists who cite his work as the 
authoritative analysis of the UFO problem~nd 
I can only presume that those others who have 
accepted his conclusions have not examined the 
actual details of his arguments, for the latter 
just will not withstand close scrutiny. In my 
opinion, and in the opinion of a number of oth 
others fami liar with the UFO problem, 
Dr. Menzel has had a baleful influence on 
scientific progress towards solution of the 
puzzle of the unidentified flying objects. I 
believe that Bluebook o fficers have patterned 
many of their "twinkling star" and "fireball" 
explanations after those to be found in 
Menzel's books - and perhaps one can only say 
that for officers with very limited scientific 
background to take his writings as reliable was 
not unreasonab l e, in view of his prestigious 
affiliations and his past publications on many 
scientific topics. But the latter considera
tions notwithstanding, his writings on the UFO 
problem are , in my opinion, scientifically 
unsound. The sooner a large number of other 
scientists take a close look at the astonish
ing nature of his analyses, the sooner they 
will be put a side as having no real relevance 
to the solution of the UFO mystery. 



Recently another writer has launched an 
attack o n the UFOs in a manner bearing many 
resemblances to Dr. Menzel's approach. Whereas 
Dr Menzel feels that optical effects probably 
ex~la~n the bulk of the UFO reports, Philip J. 
Klass, of the Aviat~on Week staff, has attempt
ed to a r g ue that essentially all UFO reports 
can be accounted for in terms of plasma phenom
ena associated with corona discharges on power 
l~nes or ba l l lightning (Ref. 11) . Like Menze~ 
he sidesteps quanti tative considerations. Also 
l~ke Menzel, he r a t her freely igno res many 
sal~ent features i n the reports of witnesses 
who have seen unidentified objects, or else 
freely twists them to fit his own interpreta
tions. Finally , I believe he has ignored most 
of what is known about b al l lightning. This 
still l eaves open the likelihood that a few 
UFOs out of the thousands that have been 
reported were corona phenomena or ball light
nings, but Klass' efforts to explain the whole 
oroblern away with plasma- type phenomena cannot 
~e taken seriously. I have discussed his 
appro~ch w~th several colleagues active in the 
&~cl c of atmospheric electricity, several o f 
whom have had oersonal exchanges with Klass, 
JUS t as I have: and all share my rejection of 
his ma~n arguments. 

Ball lightning, to be sure , is a very 
poorly understood atmospheric phenomenon . But 
if there are any workers i n atmospheric elec
tr~city who hold, as does Klass, that ball 
lightning can be generated without presence of 
intensely active thunderstorms, I have failed 
to uncover such viewpoints in a recent exten
s~ve review that I have carr ied out on the ball 
l~ghtning problem, thanks to Klass' prodding. 
Klass has cited a half-dozen cases of clear-air 
l ightning as if thi s somehow proved his conten
t ~ons, but none of those cases sounded like 
~hat is normally termed ball lightning. He 
ignores the fact that ball lightning reports 
~nvolve lum~nous plasmoids of diameter seldom 
exceeding a few feet, usually about the size of 
a basketball or smaller; instead he feels wil l
ing to say that objects reported as having 
diameters ten to a hundred times larger are 
"ball lightning ." 

Cases like the interesting Red Bluff, 
Ca li f., sight ing of August 1 3 , 1960, where two 
Cal~forn~a Highway Patrolmen stood less than a 
hundred yar ds from an object of metallic luster 
estimated at about a h undred feet in length, 
~~ch huge lights on it, or the well-reported 
F.xeter case ( Ref. 14) of Sept. 3, 1965, could 
not, by w~ldest stretch of any reasonable 
scientist's imagination , be attributed to ball 
lightn~ng - and the more so when one notes that 
the weather conditions were so stable that the 
offic~al Air Force explanation used that cir
cumstance to try to blame each of those cases 
on inversion-refraction of stars. Nor could 
dozens of other sightings, many made under 
dayligh t conditions wi t h perfectly clear skies, 
~here t he observers r e ported solid , metallic
looking objects moving rapidly in the free 
atmosphere (far from Klass' corona-producing 
power lines and defying r e asonable e xplanation 
as "b::'ll lightning"). 

I k now of no atmospheric scientis ts who 
g~ve serious credence to Klass' efforts to 
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shoehorn all UFO reports into the corona-and
ball-lightning pigeon-hole: but a large amount 
of magazine and press coverage ~as recently 
been given to his arguments, wh1ch 1s most 
regrettable in that this will further confuse · 
the real issues. This read1ness of ed1tors to 
pick up the dubious arguments of engi~eers or 
scientists who offer arguments attack1ng the 
UFOs as nonsense , contrasts sharply with their 
general unwillingness to take serio~sly the 
much more solid efforts of groups l1ke NICAP 
who are in a sens e, doing the very job that 
the jou~nalists might well be doing - carefully 
reporting unusual events going on recurrently 
all over the country. But can one fault the 
journalists heavily on this score? Probably 
not, since once more one sees, at the bottom of 
all this conviction that there really cannot 
be anything to all this talk about unideptified 
flying objects or else our Air Force would have 
found it out years back. 

THE NATURE OF THE UFO EVIDENCE 

Like most scientists, I prefer to base 
s cientific c onclusions on quantitative obser
vations obtained from controlled experiments in 
the laboratory. But scientists don't always 
get their problems handed to them in such neat 
packages. Seismologists frequently have to go 
out and interview lay witnesses in earthquake 
areas in o rder to fill in details of their 
isoseismal patterns. Meteorologists can't 
make tornadoes in their laboratories; they must 
study them as they randomly occur, and rely fre
quently on anecdotal accounts by eye-witnesses. 
Meteoriticists who try to locate the fall
points of sus pected meteorites often find lay
men's reports confused and marked by certain 
characteristic errors of underestimate of dis
tance, etc.; yet meteoriticists do manage to 
l ocate strewn-fields and impact-points by 
putting together large numbers o f lay reports 
and working carefully t o sort out the grain 
from the chaff. 

Similarly, in the case o f the UFO problem, 
it is unfortunately going to be necessary for 
scientists to begin by listening careful ly to 
the accounts of many untrained observe rs and 
to do their best to sort out the grai n from the 
chaff. With experience, one learns to imme
diately drop off an interview with a poor 
o bserver, an inarticulate witness, or one who 
is over-dramatic about his account. With dili
gent searching, one finds that mixed in with 
the lay observations are some real gems of 
observation made by quite experienced observer~ 
often with a considerable scientific training. 
And slowly one develops a body of e vidence that 
indicates an impressive degree of general con
sis tency. NICAP, working in just this manner, 
found some years ago that the evidence for the 
reality of the UFOs was very weighty - but no 
one in science paid much heed because they were 
not a scientific body. 

The danger of rejecting reports that ori
ginate predominantly from non-scientists is a 
danger science has fallen into in the past . 
The most notorious parallel concerns the his
tory o f the "discovery" of meteorites. Prior 
to about 1800, recurren t reports of peasants 
who claimed that stones had fallen out of the 
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sky were scof fed at by the academicians . In 
many par ts of Europe, iron objects that had 
repo rtedly fallen o ut of the skies were vener
ated a s chur ch relics, and this bothered the 
academicians o f the Enlightenment who were 
trying to b r eak away from the supernaturalism 
of the past. Hence for years scarcely any 
scientists gave credence to these lay claims 
of witnessed falls. 

But finally , i n 1802, at L'Aigle, France, 
an unusual s hower of meteoritic fragments 
occurred , and not only a ll the peasants 
attested to the fall, but many churchmen and 
local political officials added their testimony. 
So the Fr ench Academy sent an eminent physicist, 
Biot, to L 'Aig l e to investig ate. His report, 
based on many persons' accounts, finally con
vinced the scientific world that stones do fall 
out of the sky . The Academy's initial reTuc
tance to believe so odd a contention was heav
ily influenced by the ir notio n of a beautifully 
s 1mple, Clock-winder theory of the solar system 
based on the Newtonian synthesis. The idea of 
rocks and other debris skimming around amongst 
the o rbits of the planets whose motions Laplace 
and Lagrange had so fi rmly accounted for, was 
to them dis tinctly uncomfortable . But Biot's 
analys1s carried the day , a n d in 1803, the year 
o f his report, t he subjec t of meteoritics was 
opened as a legitimate s cientific subject. 

Similar ly today, most of us find it uncom
fortable t o thi nk that in our atmosphere there 
may be real objects of a most unconventional 
nature operating and maneuvering in a way t ·hat 
we cannot account for in terms of present-day 
knowledge. In our discomf ort, most of us s eem 
t o take the easy way out and say it just can't 
be , and we even suspect as slightly unbalanced 
t hos e who claim to h ave seen these things . 
l·:dl i am James put it painfully well when he 
said: "S y fa r th e mos t us ua l Yay of handling 
:;. ,;>:.->r:ena s o r.ovel t hat they Yo u l d make for a 
zEr~:.,a ~~2arr~nge~e nt o f our preconcep ti ons is 
: : ~; ~~ ,·~ :h~- ~!togethe r , o r to ab use those 
:~o b,;ar wit r. as s to t hem . " Let me hasten to 
add that I'm not in any position to sermonize 
on this theme ; I'm sure I've been guilty of the 
same error i n my own scientific wo r k . The 
diffe r ence i s solely that, in the case of the 
UFOs , I have now seen t oo much evidence t o b e 
able to ignore any bnger the seriousness of the 
problem o f our col l ective turning-away from all 
o f these repo rts. 

The 180 3 episode that led to acceptance of 
me teorites is actually only a weak parallel to 
the pres ent-day case of the UFOs, for the UFOs 
do not appear to constitute just one more geo
physical or astronomical phenomenon of still 
obscure natur e. Almost everyone who has care
ful l y sorted thr o ugh the evide nce is forced to 
consider quite seriously the hypothesis that 
the UFOs are some form of extraterrestrial 
probes . That-rs-an-nypothes1s very much more 
uncomfor tabl e, I fear, than anything l ike 
"rocks falling out of the sky." It has so much 
more far-reaching consequences if true; its 
~ ~ probab il ity seems so much more remote 
than . was tha t o f rocks falling from the sky; it 
curr1~s s o much more dynamite to explode cher-
1S hed conceptions of our place in the universe. 

Nevertheless, trying to put aside all the 
pr econceptions that I tend to share with ortho
dox fellow-scientists , and trying to keep my 
eyes fixed on the astounding nature and the 
astounding v olume of the UFO evidence that I 
have examined in the past twelve months, I am 
forced to join many others who see in the 
extraterrestrial hypothesis the only presently 
plausible explanation for the now-available 
facts. I repeat, however, t hat I treat it 
only as an hypothesis, subject to rejection if 
facts so rule. 

Even to hold this as merely an hypothesis 
is to invite the charge of going far beyond t he 
available evi dence, I've found . This is an 
understandab le charge, yet not really a defen
sible charge . I have noted some of my col
l eagues making the mistake o f judging the 
"available evidence" by the insignificant frac
tion of the actually available e vidence that 
~are aware of. They tend unconsciously to 
think that the total existing evidence cannot 
be more conclusive and consequential than the 
scraps o f information they have themselves 
read , mostly in newspapers. This reaction plus 
the very low a prgori probability of t he extra
terrestrial hypot es1s tend inevitably to make 
most scientists balk at taking that hypothesis 
seriously. I understand this. 

But the actually available evidence point
ing rather strongly in that strange direction 
is an iceberg of credible repor t s of close
range sightings by reliable people, an iceberg 
whose tiny visible portion belies its true bulk 
and significance . The heart of the problem is 
how to get large numbers of top-notch scien
tists to dive down and examine wi·th great care 
the enormous bulk below the surface, the large 
body of evidence that exists but has not been 
pasteurized for acceptance by the body scien
tific. As long as scientists think that all 
this is just a lot of nonsense, they will 
largely ignore it. This is precisely where 
you editors can play an exceedingly important 
role, by doing some checking on your own, read
ing some of the substantial references on UFOs 
(e.g ., Ref. 3, above all), and pressing in 
ever y way you can for an adequate and much
expanded investigation of the UFO problem. 

NEED FOR A CON GRESSIONAL INVE STIGATI ON 

Because, as I have now said almost ad 
nauseam , so much of the misrepresentation-of 
th1s problem must be laid at the door of Air 
Force Project Bluebook , I urge that a full
scale Congressional inves tigation be prepared 
immediately to examine the actual nature of 
this problem . Following the protests of many 
citizens in the Michigan area (after some mod
erate ly interesting sightings in March , 1966), 
some Michigan Congressman pressed for and 
secured a hearing before the House Committee 
on Armed Services last year. But if there was 
e ver a one-sided hearing, this was it . The 
three persons testifying were persons already 
having an obvious ves ted interest in telling 
Congress that the problem has been in fairly 
good hands - Air Force Secretary Brown, 
Bluebook Officer ·Major Quintanilla, and Blue
book Chief Consultant, Dr. J. Allen Hynek 
(see Ref . 12). Whereas NICAP has been pressing 



for a chance to present its (strong) case 
before a Congressional committee for years 
( see, fo r example, the summary of those efforts 
in REf. 3 , p. 173 ff), they were not invited to 
testify before the April, 1966 hearings before 
t he Armed Services Committee. Fortunately, a 
number of NICAP members submitted material for 
the record, somewhat alleviating the otherwise 
Air - Force dominated record of those hearings, 
but no NICAP r epresentatives were asked to 
testify in person. 

I would emphasize that,at this very date, 
NI CAP and many serio us investigators of this 
probl em have inf ormation enough on hand for a 
ha l f -dozen Congressional inve stigations. What 
is needed is some pre ssure from the press f or 
immediate clarifi cation of the status of this 
20- year- old mystery that has been swept under a 
rug of ridicule and misrepresentation by Proj
ect Bluebook. And t he fastest way to get 
clarific ation will be, I now believe, a Con
gressional investigation. Clearly this will 
not solve the problem as a scientific problem; 
bu t I f ear that the existing scient~fic faith 
in 20 years of Air Force assurances is so 
strong that we shall not s ee anything like 
adequate scientific attention given t o the 
UFOs until Congress sorts out the incredible 
history of Bluebook mishandling of the UFO 
problem a nd t hereby awakens scientists to the 
fact that they have been mis led for two decades 
about what may well be the g r eatest scien tific 
problem of our times. 

THE UNIVERSITY OF COLORADO PROGRAM 

Some wi ll surely objec t that to urge a 
Congressional i nvestigation at a time when the 
new University of Colorado program is just 
ge t ting underway is out of order. I do not 
think so . First of al l, I have repeatedly said 
and continue to say that the Colorado program 
lS not nearly large enough to cope with the 
appar ent dimensions of t hi s problem. I believe 
that, once that program gains some momentum, it 
will move towards the same serious concern for 
the UFO problem that I now hold. But I am 
uneasy, frankly , at the very limited manpower 
resources a vailable to the Colorado group, and 
they are now about a third of the way through 
their initial contract-period of 15 months. As 
I understand it, there are, at present, only 
four full-time persons o n that program, none 
with training at the Ph . D. level ; and the frac 
tional-time of the several others (mainly 
psychologists) contributing to the program 
averages , as I unders tand it, less than 30 or 
40 per cent. Se veral weeks ago I spent several 
days with three of the full-time membe rs of the 
Colorado team and made directly to them the 
same po i nt I am here making, namely, that this 
problem warrants far more scientific attention 
tha n thei r p rogram is c urrently able to provide. 
It lS most encouraging that they will soon add 
two or three more members with considerable 
scientific t raining , but even this will scarce
ly make the Colorado effort at all commensurate 
with t he importance of the UFO problem . 

Even if the Colorado program could quad
r uple its scientific staff in the next few 
week~. I would still be saying that we must get 
more good people on t o t his problem. It is far 
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too important a problem to leave in its present 
state, and only a large increase in high
caliber scientific manpower attacking the UFO 
e nigma will suffice to make real progress o n 
it. 

TRANSFER OF RESEARCH RESPONSIBILITY 

I believe that the primary responsibility 
for UFO investigations ought to be taken from 
Air Force hands and turned over to some strong 
science-oriented agency. NASA would seem to be 
a very logical group for this. 

Curiously, I have said this both in 
NASA and fairly widely-reported public discus
sions before scienti fic colleagues (e .g., 
Ref. 13) , yet the response from NASA has been 
e ssentially nil. Perhaps they, t oo, are sure 
that this is j ust a nonsense probl em ana has no 
relation to their space programs, their "search 
for l ife in the universe." NASA is busy tell
ing us that there is high probability of life 
in the universe, but it's all far out there, 
not here. Frankly, when one looks long and 
carefully at the UFO evidence, one wonders if 
perhaps it' s not conceivable that some of it 
has found us , rather than v ice versa. But, to 
date, my own efforts to ge~~consider 
that intriguing possibility seem to have been 
ignored. Even attempting to get a small group 
within NASA to undertake a study-group approach 
to the available published effort seems to have 
generated no visible response. I realize, of 
course , that there may be semi-political con
s~derations that make it awkward for NASA to 
fish in these waters at present - but if this 
is what is holding up serious scientific atten
tion to the UFO problem at NASA, this is all 
the more reason why Congress had better take a 
good hard look at the problem and reshuffle the 
deck. 

Interestingly , in the course of my months 
o f digging into the UFO problem, I have learned 
from a number of unquotable sources that the 
Air Force has long wished to get rid of the 
burden of the troublesome UFO problem and has 
tried twice to "peddle" it to NASA, but without 
success. I regret that I am not free to quote 
my sources on this, but I regard them as 
entirely credible. An Air Force wish to be rid 
of the UFOs would be entirely compatible with 
the firm impression I have formed from many 
lines of evidence that no one i n any position 
of i mportance within the Ai r Force views the 
UFOs as real or significant . 

S uch a position is compatible, too, with 
all that I have been able to learn about how 
the University of Colorado program came into 
bei ng. Everything points to this: that the 
Air Force regards their UFO responsibilities 
as a public relations liability that they would 
like to have done with, once and for all, and 
Colorado may help them unload it. The request 
for a group within the Air Force Scientific 
Advisory Board (AFSAB) to meet and review the 
UFO problem did not come from the Systems 
Command within which Bluebook operates. It 
carne from Gen. E. B. LeBailly, Director of 
Information, Secretary of Air Force Office of 
Information (SAFOI). Gen. LeBailly's request 
was made on Sept. 28 , 1965 (see Ref. 12, 
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p. 5995), some weeks after a large wave of UFO 
sightings all over the Midwest. That wave made 
headline news throughout the country, and Blue
book ' s "twinkling star" explanation was held up 
to rLdicule when the Director of the Oklahoma 
City Planetarium gently pointed out that 
MaJ. QuintanLlla was (once again) misreading 
his star charts and b laming the sightings on 
stars that weren't even in the Midwest skies. 
This made headlines, too, and many editorials 
in the Midwest were c ritical o f USAF 's handling 
of the i n cident. If the behind-scenes response 
to this had been Air Force concern to try to do 
a better job of checking a real scientific 
problem, the Sys tems Command could easily have 
found several dozen men right there at Wright
Patterson AFB who could have stepped in and 
ins t antaneous ly upgraded the Bluebook opera
tion by one or two orders of magnitude. 

No such action followed. Instead, it was 
the general in charge of USAF public relations 
who asked AFSAB to review the situation, which 
they d id on February 3, 1966 (Ref. 12, p. 5996). 
An AFSAB-appointed group, the O 'Brien committee, 
devoted only a day to their deliberations and 
did not even invite the testimony of Bluebook's 
chief scientific consultant, both of which 
points may be some kind of measures of their 
scientific concern for the s eriousness o f the 
UFO question . It was this group that recom
mended establishment o f a "university team" 
approach, which eventually became the one
university approach now centered at Colorado . 
All that I have s een points to the conclusion 
that this whole e ffort was directed chiefly 
towards getting the Air Force out from under an 
onerous burden, the public-relations liability 
of the UFOs. I know of no one on t he O'Brien 
Committee who took the UFOs seriously. (I 
might add that I got a small chuckle out of the 
Bluebook s cientific consultant ' s patting him
self on the back , Ref. 15, about his "small 
s ense of personal triumph and vindication" 
when USAF announced the Colorado program. I 
had firsthand con t act with some of the think
Lng that lay behin d the search for a univers ity 
to head up the Air Force 's UFO rev iew. I am 
afraid it warrants vanishingly "small sense of 
personal triumph and vindication" in the mind 
of the one person who might have put this prob
lem on the right track soon after he began his 
18- year consultantship in 1948!) 

Lest some of that sound like a charge of 
"whitewash," let me interj ect that I do not 
mean that at all . First of a ll, I know that 
Dr . Edward P. Condon and the University of 
Color ado g roup would not have touched the prob
lem if it h ad been brought to them in such a 
context . But, secondly, I have found nothing 
to make me suspect that the Air Force views the 
UFOs as anything but a lot of misinterpreted 
natural phenomena , , balloons, aircraft, and all 
of the rest of the things they say in the 
Pentagon press releases. I would not hesitate 
a moment to say it if I truly thought they were 
dissembling; but I do not think so at all . 

I believe that today USAF really believes 
there's nothing to all this talk about uniden
tified flying objects. I believe that they 
want to get rid o f t he annoying business once 

and for all, and that they sincerely wanted to 
select an unimpeachable scientist and a school 
of good reputation to take on the job of show
ing once-and-for-all that there's nothing to 
it, and then forget about it and go back to 
what they regard their proper business, defend
ing t he country against hostile forces . 

All this is not a point of view that I 
have formed overnight. I have puzzled over the 
curious history of the Air Force handling of 
the UFOs almost as much as I have puzzled over 
the UFOs themselves in the past year. And I 
have discussed these matters with many knowl
edgeable persons in forming the above opinion. 
I would be quick to agree that much e vidence 
points to a time, back in the early 19 50 's, 
when many USAF people, some in high places, 
s uspected that the UFOS might be extraterres
trial , though I cannot begin to lay out that 
evidence here. But once the turning point of 
the Robertson Panel and the 195 3 CIA debunking 
order was rounded, and personnel had been 
rotated and shuffled a few times, I believe 
that the Air Force fell victim t o its own UFO 
propaganda. I think that, as one Bluebook 
officer was replaced by another and high-level 
commands changed, no one was left, except the 
chief scientific consultant, who had any knowl
edge of how things had gotten switched over to 
the debunk ing policy. And, from my discussions 
with the chief scientific consultant, Dr. J. A. 
Hynek, I gather that even he paid little enough 
attention to the entire problem that he did not 
regard the 1953 events as very critical . 

Pointing further in the same direction is 
the fact that I found no evidence that anyone 
at higher levels at WPAFB was, by 1966, even 
aware of the Robertson Panel report. In my 
third visit to Bluebook, on July 30, 1966, 
Maj . Quintanilla informed me that the CIA had 
r eclassified the Report and that consequently 
I would not be getting my Xerox copy (they sent 
it down to Washington by courier, since the CIA 
had no copy, and evidently didn't know what 
WPAFB was talking about when a c learance to 
release the copy to me wa s requested of CIA!). 
So at that point I asked Quintanilla if the 
then commanding general of the Foreign Technol
ogy Division within which Bluebook has operated, 
Brig. Gen . A. w. Cruikshank, had ever asked him 
for the Bluebook file on the Panel . He said 
Cruikshank had not. Then I asked if the Di vi
sion's Chief Scientist, Dr. A. J. Cacciopo, had 
ever asked to see it, and Quintanilla said he 
had not. It is my belief that personnel turn
over has o ccurred so fast that, for a good many 
years , none of t he people having direct respon
sibi lity were clearly aware of the role of the 
CIA decision of 1953, that the task had simply 
been downgraded t o its low present status, and 
that Bluebook has been run by people who 
believed what they read in the papers - their 
own UFO propaganda. 

_If _the:e had been anyone looking at the 
cont1nu1ng 1nput of UFO reports in a competent 
scientific manner, if anyone had been thorough
ly familiar with radar propagation physics, 
meteo7ological optics, meteor phenomena , aero
dynam1cs, etc., and testing each new report 
agaLnst the broad spectrum of scientific con
siderations that one h as to invoke t o sort out 



the plausible from the implausible "explana
tions" of UFO repo rts, then I doubt that the 
downhill trend that set in after 1953 could 
ever have continued. But no such competence 
appears to have been operating, and I believe 
that things just natura lly slid down to the 
point where each new Bluebook officer must 
have merely followed along in the pattern se t 
by the man before him , t alking about "ste llar 
scintillation" and "weather inversions" and 
"mirages" without any real scientific knowl
edge of these matters, feeding information to 
the PIO ' s at the Pentagon who ground out the 
reassurances we've now had so much opportunity 
to read. 

So , to s ummarize, I think the Air Force 
yawning l y vie ws the UFO problem as a PR preble~ 
not a scientific problem. I think the present 
Air Forc e support of the small effort now under
way at Co lorado is fine - but far from adequate. 
I think that, until the t ruth about past mis 
handling of the p r oblem is laid out and stamped 
with at least Congressional authority, we won ' t 
see much escalation of scientific effort to 
attack this problem. And this worries me . For 
in the UFO problem I see the dimensions of an 
unprecedented challenge to science . I am un
comfortable that we scientist s are, as a whole, 
blandly ignoring it as i f it we ren't there , 
while the reports keep pouring in - pouring in 
at what seems t o some of us to be a markedly 
increasing rate, and shaping themselves into 
patterns that give some of us pause. Some of 
us are just a b it uneasy about what we know 
and what you edi tor s , the Congress, and the 
nation at large do not know . We wish that 
some means could quickl~ be found to get the 
world ' s really outstand~ng scientists to come 
t o grips with this prob l em - not second-raters 
such as myself who wil l never be capable of 
plumbing the dep ths of so complex a problem . 

Thus I ask you to join in urging immediate 
Congressional hearings if you can agree with me 
that this is probably the fastest way to force 
the problem out into full light of scientific 
investigation, both in the United States and 
abroad. 

THE GLOBA L NATURE OF THE PROBLEM 

I cannot, of course, vouch personally fo r 
UFO reports from all parts of the globe, as I 
can for a sizeable number of U.S. reports that 
I have personally checked. But after studying 
a large number of foreign reports, I cannot 
draw any other conclusion than this : the 
nature and dens ity and frequency of UFO 
repor ts is evidently about the same in other 
portions of the globe as here in our country. 
We are not being singled out for any special 
attention. 

I have been intrigued by hearing Dr. 
Jacques Vallee's discussions of the French 
reports , a n d will spend this evening at his 
home in Chicago carrying o n still further dis
cussions o f the French investigations. French 
UFO reports are about the same as ours, brief
ly . I have recently been in rather close 
communication with the leading non-governmental 
Aust~al ian UFO-investigatory group, centered in 
Melbourne . They have been sending me press 
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reports of Australian sightings, and again they 
are much like those occurring over and ove r in 
this country - discs a nd cigar-shaped objects, 
metallic looking structures often with domes on 
them, etc. Persons whose reliability I am 
given to accept describe UFO repo rts in South 
America with frequency and nature like those in 
France , Australia, England, and elsewhere. 

American newspape r s print very little 
domestic news from foreign countries and v ir
tually no UFO reports from abroad, so most 
Americans are startled when told that it 
appears that UFOs are appearing all over the 
world. I just received a car efully prepared 
45-page report from New Guinea, writ t e n by an 
Anglican missionary in the Papuan Territory 
there, summariz i ng a fascinating series of 
reports, several at close-range, in New Guinea 
in 1 959. I had heard of these before , b'u t 
seeing Re v. Cruttwell's lengthy original report 
increased my readiness t o believe that all 
those sightings at Boianai, Menapi, and Samarai 
may actually have occurred! When I get packets 
full of current Australian press c lippings on 
sightings from outback sheep stations and the 
like, I find it hard to maintain my provincial 
skepticism,and grow suspicious that perhaps all 
those reports are every bit as real as the ones 
I'm continually checking by telephone from 
Tucson . Before you accuse me of gullibility, 
take a l ook at the f oreign UFO clippings your
selves. They may make you a bi t uneasy, too. 

The r e is a danger here that I'd better 
confront. You editors probably think that you 
know wha t is going on in this country, and 
that you ' re aware of an occasional UFO report 
from here and there, but you may be thinking 
that my remarks about reports "pouring in" are 
rather overdone. My reply is simple - if you 
read only what comes over your wires, you'd 
never guess what is really going on in the 
world of UFO reports, here or abroad . The 
on l y way to get a glimpse of what is actually 
happening is to subscribe to a clipping service 
that is cutting l ocal press stories from the 
Excelsior Springs Da~ly Standard, the Eagle 
Valley Enterprise, the Marion Weekly Leader and 
so on (j ust t o r e ad off the names of a few on 
the clippings I just receiv ed, courtesy o f 
NICAP 's clipping-service arrangements. If you 
read only the New York Times , your own paper, 
and the wire copy, you won't have even a tiny 
fraction of the cases - because wire editors 
long ago came to realize that UFOs are a lot of 
nonsense and almost never file wire stories on 
such a lot of nonsense. Once in awhile they 
will, for reasons that are not always c lear; 
but, by and large, I'd estimate that only one 
or two per cent of the locally-repor ted UFO 
sightings are read about beyond the readership 
area of the nearest small-town paper. This is 
part of the reason why this problem is being 
ignored. If each day's paper in each major 
c ity carried an adequate account of all of the 
U.S. UFO reports for the preceding 2~ours, 
the citizenry would be up in arms in a week 
demanding that Congress find out what is going 
on . But the bottom of the iceberg floats along 
unseen because wire editors have long since 
learned that these reports are just "silly 
season" stuff; so who cares what some farmer 
out in Sauk Center saw just above his barn last 



night. ( I am reminded that Ruppelt ment ions 
in his book, Ref. l, that for a brief period 
in 1952 Bluebook subscribed to a clipping 
service but they got so many reports they 
couldn 't file them all and were obliged to 
cancel the subscription.) 

I talked with an African student on our 
campus recently and was amused to hear that 
sightings not dissimilar to those occurring 
rather regularly in Iowa and Oregon and Georgia 
are reported in Africa . Yes , I believe that 
when all the facts are in, it will be c lear 
that unconventional objects are hovering low 
over farmhouses and power plants and v ehicles 
in nearly every corner of our globe, and have 
been doing so with mounting frequency during 
recent years - while officialdom and journal
l.sts and scientists have ignored the "peasants:' 
Must we wait for a L'Aigle? 

Or will you editors press for action now? 

SOME ILL US TRATIVE UFO REPORTS 

There l.S no satisfactory way of presenting 
a fair picture of the now-available UFO evi
dence without going into much detail in 
recounting many cases, discussing credibility 
of Wl.tnesses, and carefully assessing the 
plausibility of each of a number of alternative 
nypotheses to account for each given sighting. 
Space will not permit such an e xhaustive pre
sentation here. If you seek a published sum
mary that goes a long way towards that goal, 
see Ref . 3, The UFO Evidence, edited by R. H. 
Hall of NICAP. It describes over 700 cases 
from the NICAP files, and has the material 
cross- filed in a number of very useful ways. 
I have personally checked on a fairly large 
sample of the cases discussed in that publica
tio n and can state on that basis that the 
accuracy and reliability of the book is impres
s l.vely h1g h. No single publication on UFOs 
compares with this one for its level of docu
~entation, completeness, and authenticity -
though there are a number of other quite good 
references that are available. 

I shall discuss, rather briefly below a 
r.unber of UFO reports, most of which I have 
personally checked in some manner. Where I 
cannot personally vouch for the report, this 
Wlll be ind1ca ted. Because there are now many 
thousands of UFO reports on record in Air 
Force, NICAP , and other files, it must be 
:emembered tha t the following comprise a minute 
rractl.on of the full record . The points empha
Sl.Zed w1 ll vary from one case to another, since 
they have been selected for a variety of 
reasons. 

:~a( : . ?ort~ge Co unty, Ohio, April 17, 1966. 

. ~ear . 0500 _ on 4/17/66. two Portage County 
sner~ .fs aeputl.es, Da le Spaur and w. L. Neff , 
~ere rout~nely checking an abandoned car south 
of Ravenna, Ohio. Suddenly a large luminous 
al.rborne object advanced from a wooded hill 
~ove red over them illuminating the pre-dawn' 
carkness, and then moved off a short distance 
: he ~eputies radioed the desk and were told b~ 
-he a1~patcher to follow the object until a 
camera car could overtake them. Then began a 

peculiar pur suit that eventually took the 
deputies entirely out of Ohio into Pennsylvania 
and stretched over more than 70 miles and last
ed almos t an hour and a half. Two other law 
enforcement officers, Wayne Huston of the 
Palestine, Ohio, police force and Frank 
Panzanella, Conway, Pa., police officer became 
inv olved in the pursuit before it was over. 
The object was described by the officers as 
about 40 feet in diameter, brightly luminous, 
and ~eemed to have something like a fin o n its 
rear upper surf ace. A di ffu se conical lumi
nosity extended from its undersurface. I have 
personally interviewed Neff, Huston, and 
Panzanella,and NICAP's Pittsburgh Subcommittee 
has done a very extensive (125 p.) report on 
many aspects of this one important case . 

The object varied in elevation from a few 
hundred feet above terrain to an estimated 2000 
ft as it moved along, and it reportedly moved 
f rom one side of the highway to the other in 
motions that match no conventional object. 
Huston joined the chase when he intercepted the 
transmissions to the Portage Co. dispatcher ' s 
desk , realized Spaur and Neff must be coming 
his way on Route 14, went out and parked to 
watch up the highway to the northwest, and soon 
saw a luminous object moving along followed by 
a speeding Ci\r. As the object a nd car passed, 
he swung in behind, got into radio communica
tion with the deputies who were in the car 
ahead, and stayed with them until the end of 
the chase in Conway, just northwest of Pitts
burgh. At Conway , the officers spotted a 
local policeman, Frank Panzanella, who was 
observing the object, and they pulled up beside 
Panzanella. Shortly thereafter the object shot 
up vertl.cally at very high speed and passed out 
of sight, according to the testimony of all 
four officers. 

The Bluebook investigation of this case 
would have_been left at no more than an origi
nal four-ml.nu te phone call from Major 
Quintanilla to Spaur (in which Quintanilla 
sought to convince Spaur he had seen Echo 
satellite go over and then transferred visual 
attention to Venus which was then rising in 
the southeast) except for local press concern 
over the case. Local and public interest, 
generated by detailed reporting of the incident 
~n t he Ravenna Record- Co urier, led, through 
several stages, to a r equest from Ohio 
Congressman William Stanton for Bluebook to 
send someone to Ravenna to make a personal 
c~eck. NICAP taped that interview, and, having 
ll.stened carefully to it, I can summarize it as 
a rather bulldozing attempt of Maj. Quintanilla 
to persuade the officers that it was only Echo 
and Venus that they saw. They were not im
pressed. 

The Echo-Venus explanation still stands as 
the official Bluebook explanation of this case 
despite the efforts of NICAP, Dr. J. A. Hynek,' 
the Re c o rd- Courier and myself to secure revi
sion. The f act that Officer Huston saw the 
ob ject coming in c;>Ut of the. northwest clearly 
rules out hl.s see1ng Venus, yet at that time 
th: first two officers had been following the 
ob?ect for a much longer time than Echo re
qul.res_to transit the full sky . This, plus the 
four-w l.tness description of vertical ascent at 



the termination of the sighting are calmly 
swept aside by Bluebook with its Echo-Venus 
"explanation ." 

On September 30, Col . Hayden P. Mims, 
Congressional Inquiry Division, sent a 
letter to Congressman Stanton telling Stanton 
that a further review of the reports con
firmed the original Echo-Venus explanation. 
My own interviews with three of the principal 
witnesses were made subsequent to Mims' letter, 
and I carefully quer1ed each man as to whether 
the Air Force had ever gone back to them to 
check further on their accounts . Not one of 
the three had been interrogated since the ori
ginal interviews in May. In late July, 1966, 
I asked Quintanilla to let me see Huston's 
crucial testimony, but was not permitted to 
examine it in full. Huston told me in October 
that he had been interviewed by an investi
gator sent by USAF who took full notes on the 
crucial point that Huston saw the object com
ing down Route 14 from the northwest. Yet 
this point is blandly ignored in the Bluebook 
Echo-Venus explanation. 

Despite the absurdity of the Echo-venus 
explanation and despite open criticism of it 
from the cited sources, that explanation still 
stands in the official Bluebook records. 
Congressman Stanton was forced to accept the 
assur~nces tendered him that the Air Force had 
carefully evaluated this case, and the law
enforcement officers had t o take the brunt of 
such ridicule and pressures as all this brought 
to them. There are many more details pertinent 
to this case that are fully documented in the 
125-page report prepared by William B. Weitzel, 
a University of Pittsburgh instructor who 
headed the Pittsburgh NICAP Subcommittee's 
thorough investigations of this case. Few 
cases better illustrate the unreasonableness 
of Bluebook's approach to the UFO problem and 
their i ncompeten t and superficial investiga
tions. My memorandum and my correspondence to 
WPAFB asking for rectification of this case 
have never been answered . It was my dismay 
over the Mims letter and Bluebook's refusal to 
alter their stand on this case that led me to 
begin open and pointed criticisms of the Air 
Force investigations in October 1966 (Ref. 13). 

~- Exeter, N.H. , September J, 1965 . 

This case has been rather fully reported 
in many places, notably in a book by J. G. 
Fuller (Ref . 16); and a number of other good 
reports and discussions of it can be found in 
House Document 55 (Ref. 12). After several 
preliminary sightings that I shall omit to save 
space here, the principal sighting by Exeter 
policemen Eugene F. Bertrand and David R. Hunt 
and by an 18- year-old boy, Norman J. Muscarell~ 
took place at about 0200 on Sept . 3rd. I have 
personally interviewed Bertrand and Hunt and 
have discussed their reliability with Exeter 
Chief of Police R. D. Irvine. Omitting many 
details, the men saw an object, estimated at 
almost 100 feet long, carrying a number of 
bright blinking red lights, maneuvering and 
hovering silently over a farmhouse until it 
soundlessly went away . 

Maj. Qui ntanilla's first explanation for 
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this was "twinkling stars." When the officers 
wrote to Bluebook, protesting such an explana
tion which would hold them up to ridicule and 
place in jeopardy their reputations as reliable 
officers, the explanation was switched to 
involve a night-advertising aircraft. When it ' 
was next determined that the aircraft in ques
tion was not even operating that night, Maj. 
Quintanilla altered his explanation to one 
involving a B-47 refueling operation near Pease 
AFB. When, finally, the policemen secured the 
actual time of that operation and thereby 
established that the refueling operation was 
over by the 0200 time of the main sighting , 
Quintanilla finally classified it as Unknown . 
A revealing history. 

fE.!!..!!....l. · Ernest Stadvec, Akron, Ohio, Juty 4/5 , 
1961. 

Many more cases are on record in which the 
witnesses did not so assiduously press for cor
rection of Bluebook's unreasonable explanation~ 
One witness in an Akron sighting, owner of a 
local air service company, Ernest Stadvec 
(Ref. 17) , told me in an interview concerning 
his sighting that once Bluebook came out with 
a press release that he had been looking at the 
star Cape lla and that this was the correct 
explanation of two fast-moving luminous objects 
he sighted from the air in his private plane, 
he wanted to forget the whole thing and save 
himself further embarrassment. His description 
would not remotely fit "Capella , " since one 
object descended rapidly from a high elevation 
angle, the other climbed out under his plane 
and shot off in directions not even close to 
Capella 's location at the time. Stadvec said 
the Air Force explanation "made me look like an 
idiot," and he went on to tell me of other sub
sequent pilot sightings in that area that were 
not reported publicly because of the way the 
Air Force had handled his sighting. 

After the second object sped off at very 
high speed , Stadvec states that he contacted 
FAA Cleveland and the control tower operator 
told him by radio that a fast luminous object 
had been sighted visually and on FAA radar; 
but the latter was denied to the press the next 
day. 

Case 4 . Red Bluff, Calif., August 1J, 1960. 

A rather detailed account of this sighting 
can be found in Ref. 3 (see p. 61, 112, and 17q. 
I have interviewed one of the two California 
Highway Patrolmen who were the principal wit
nesses and have spoken with two other persons 
in that area who were involved in the incident. 
CHP officers C. A. Carson and S. Scott, driving 
east at 2300 on a back road south of Red Bluff 
sudden ly sighted what they first took to be an 
aircraft about to crash just ahead of them. 
Pulling their patrol car to a rapid stop and 
jumping out to be ready to render whatever 
assistance they could, they were astonished to 
see the long metallic- looking object abruptly 
reverse its initial steep descent, climb back 
up to several hundred feet altitude and then 
hover motionless. Next it came silently 
towards them until, as Officer Carson put it to 
me, "i t was within easy pistol range." They 



had their pistols ready and were debating 
whether to fire when it stopped . Attempts to 
radio back to the nearest dispatcher failed 
due to strong radio interference, an occur
rence that recurred each time the object came 
close to them during the remainder of this 
2-hour-long sighting. Huge bright lights at 
either end of the object swept the area. 
Carson stated to me that one light was about 
six feet in diameter; other smaller lights were 
also discernible on the object. After some 
in i tial minutes of hovering only 100 to 200 
feet away from them and about that same dis
tance above the ground, the object started mov
ing eastward away from them. They the n con
tacted the Tehama County Sheriff's office that 
handled their night- dispatching work, and asked 
for additional cars and for a check with Red 
Bluff Air Force Radar Station. Then they began 
to follow the object. The full account is too 
involved to relate here (see Ref. 3), but it is 
important to point out that a number of wit
nesses confirmed the object from various view
ing points in the county, and a call to the AF 
Radar unit brought confirmation that they were 
tracking an unknown moving in the manner 
reported by Carson and Scott. 

When, however, Carson and Scott went next 
day to talk with personnel at the Red Bluff 
radar base, they were informed that no such 
radar sighting had been made. Their request to 
the officer in charge to talk with the radarman 
on duty at the time of the incident was denied. 
The Bluebook explanation that came out after a 
few days attributed this very detailed, close
range sighting of a large object, seen by two 
experienced officers, to "refraction of the 
planet Mars and the two bright stars Aldebaran 
and Betelgeux." NICAP referred the question to 
one of their astronomical advisers, who found 
that none of the three celestial objects were 
even ~n the California skies at that time. 
Bluebook then changed the explanation to read 
Mars and Capella~ Capella, the only one of 
those celestial bodies that was even in the 
California skies at 2300, was nowhere near the 
location of the sighted object, and could not, 
of course, give the impression of the various 
maneuvers clearly described by the officers. 

Carson subsequently stated, " ... no one 
will ever convince us that we were witnessing 
a refraction of light." And to me, he wryly 
remarked on the Bluebook explanations that 
"I'd sure hate to take one of my cases into 
court with such weak arguments . " Dr. 'Menzel 
(Ref. 9, p. 254) concurs with the Air Force 
explanations and speaks of this being a night 
of " fantastic multiple inversions of tempera
ture and humidity," such that he would have 
expected many more reports of UFOs. I should 
like to know what radiosonde data Dr. Menzel 
is citing, since the data I obtained does not 
fit that description . And any such casual 
putting-aside of the details of the basic 
report has no scientific justification in the 
first place. If Menzel and Bluebook think 
California Highway Patrolmen draw their .44's 
in uneasiness over looking at a refracted 
image of Capella, and misinterpret it as a 
100-ft object w~th huge bright lights hover
~ng oyer the road nearby, I am afraid I cannot 
share their readiness to so easily discredit 

and discount reliable witnesses. When I spoke 
with Carson a few months ago, I found him still 
deeply impressed by this incident , over six 
years after it occurred. "I've never seen any
thing like it, before or since , " he emphasized. 

The northern California valley area was 
the scene of a number of other very interesting 
sightings in the period August 13-18, many of 
which NICAP has documented and cited. In my 
own checking of the Carson-Scott sight ing, I 
ran onto one additional interesting "hidden UFO 
report" involving a sighting of a low- altitude 
hovering disc with red lights, seen by a Red 
Bluff physician during that same period, but 
will omit details here. 

Case 5. Beverly, Mass., April 22, 1966 

Just one year ago today, an exceedingly 
interesting sighting occurred at about 2100-
2130, well within a populous urban area, near 
the intersection of Salem Road and Schier Road, 
Beverly, Mass . One of NICAP's most thorough 
investigators , Raymond E. Fowler of Wenham, 
Mass., checked this case carefully, and it was 
from his detailed report to NICAP headquarters 
that I obtained the supporting information to 
back up my own interview with one of the key 
witnesses, Mrs. Claire Modugno. As in all 
cases worth citing, the full detail is so 
great that it is impossible to do justice to 
it in a brief summary such as this. 

The incident began when Nancy Modugno, 
age 1 1 , was frightened by a hovering red light 
outside her bedroom window. Just as she 
called to her father, ne happened to note that 
the TV picture he was viewing became scrambled. 
To quiet the girl ' s near-hysteria at whatever 
she had seen, Mrs. Claire Modugno and her two 
neighbor-women went outside to establish that 
it was only an airplane light . However, they 
found instead that about 200 yards from the 
adjoining intersection, viewed directly across 
th~ athletic field of Beverly High School, 
three brightly lit oval- shaped objects, esti
mated to be perhaps 20 feet in diameter, were 
circling in an oddly pulsatory motion directly 
above the high school building. Mrs. Modugno 
estimated they were only about 20 feet above 
the roof, when I queried her on this point. 
One of the women, Miss Brenda Maria, age 22, 
whimsically waved her hands as if to beckon 
them toward the group; one object immediately 
left the circle and moved towards them, hover
ing only about 20 feet above one of them. 
Fowler's full report conveys some of the 
fright these women evidently felt, and 
Mrs. Modugno emphatically confirmed this to me. 
The women ran back to the Modugno home and 
phoned the Beverly police , who sent a patrol 
car with two policemen (Officers Bossie and 
Mahan) . Then the two policemen and several 
neighborhood adults all observed the three 
unidentified objects, whose movements and loca
tion had changed somewhat. The officers got on 
their radio and called for Air Force jets, but 
the UFOs moved away before any jets could get 
there. No Air Force check has ever been made 
of this case, to Mrs. Modugno ' s knowledge . 
This is an example of a case that was not even 
:eported in local newspapers, yet is clearly an 
~nc~dent of great interest. I call attention 



to the fact that this case contains actions 
that might be loosely described as "contact" if 
one interprets the seemingly immediate response 
of one of the objects to Miss Maria's waving as 
anything more than adventitious. Other such 
instances, involving seeming "response " can be 
cited , though they .are too few in number to 
justify any strong generalizations. 

Cas e 6 . Goodland, Kans., March 8, 1967 

I have interviewed both Editor Tom Dreil
ing of the Goodland Daily News and Goodland 
patrolman Durl Rouse concerning their joint 
sighting of a torpedo-shaped object that 
maneuvered over that western Kansas town not 
many weeks ago. Rouse had been observing the 
object (or possibly more than a single object) 
for some time before contacting Dreiling about 
0200. It had multicolored flashing lights 
and an intensely bright beam fore and aft on 
its 50- 60 foot main body . This object is in 
the category of the non-silent UFOs: it made 
a noise that Dreiling described as like a 
"huge vacuum c leaner," adding that he'd never 
heard any aircraft or helicopter making a noise 
remotely resembling this. The object passed 
over the Dreiling residence at an estimated 
altitude of 1500 ft. Rouse, using field 
glasses, saw structural details including a 
central shaft with a red light on top and an 
odd color-banding . I am unaware of any offi
cial explanation of this sighting; Bluebook 
investigates only cases reported directly to 
the Air Force. 

Case 7 . Davis, Calif., February 13, 1967 

At about 1915, two young women driving 
back to their homes in Woodland, Calif . , after 
a Sacramento shopping trip, noted a bright 
light which both took to be an aircraft landing 
light at first, before they even exchanged com
ments on it. As they left the Sacramento Free
way (Hwy. 80) to turn off on Mace Blvd. to head 
north to Woodland, the object seemed to head 
for their location, and continued to close with 
their car until it came to within a (very 
roughly) estimated 100 yards. By this time, 
the driver, Miss Karen Prather, and her passen
ger, Miss Carol Richied, both of whom I inter
viewed, had become somewhat frightened, and 
Miss Prather had accelerated to over 80 mph in 
a futile effort to move out of what had seemed 
like the diving approach of an aircraft. But 
as the object approached, both knew it could 
not be an aircraft, for the "big light" became 
resolvable into three separate lights in tri 
angular array. Both described these lights as 
"huge." Just as it appeared that it might move 
right into their car, the object tipped up, 
displaying a disc-like base with one central 
red light and five or six dimmer white lights. 
As the disc tipped its nearer edge up, it 
simultaneously executed a quick turn tothe 
southwest and sped off towards Davis, even
tually passing out of sight in the lights and 
haze over that city. No sound was audible over 
the noise of Miss Prather's speeding Mustang, 
they stated. 

The girls reported the incident immediate
ly ~o the Woodland office of the California 
Highway Patrol, and from the latter office it 
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got to the Woodland Dai ly Democrat. The 
following day a California Highway Patrolman 
contacted them and stated to them that they 
should not take seriously the kidding they were 
probably receiving, for he had seen an object 
answering to the same description at about 194~ 
only about 30 minutes after the girls' sighting. 
To date I have been unable to secure the name 
of that officer. A Davis NICAP member is pur
suing the case, I understand, and hopes to get 
an open confirmation of his sighting. Reports 
that other motorists in the same area saw this 
object are being investigated, but no other 
witnesses have been located to date. 

Cas e 8 . Ne ar Cincinat t i, Ohio, February 11, 
1967 

A number of independent sightings on the 
evening of February 10/ll, 1967, in suburban 
areas north and east of Cincinatti were checked 
by L. H. Stringfield of that city. After 
receiving his report, I personally interviewed 
three witnesses, confirming the highlights of 
Stringfield's more complete report. At several 
localities that night, a glowing, reddish, 
cigar- or football-shaped object was described 
as moving overhead or hovering. But most 
interesting were the accounts given to me in 
telephone interviews with Michael McKee, age 
21, and Miss Sharon Hildebrand, age 19. 

They had seen what appeared to them as a 
domed or disc-shaped object hovering over a 
creek-bed in a wooded area near Milford at 
about 0145 on the llth. McKee, using a rail
road searchlight he had in his car, illuminated 
the weakly-glowing object and found it to be 
highly reflective . No sound came from it as it 
hovered only an estimated 100 feet away. He 
started to walk toward it to examine it more 
closel y, but Miss Hildebrand became very 
frightened and cried to him not to go, so he 
returned to the car. (McKee felt willing to 
say to me that he did not need very much per
suading to return to the car.) Miss Hilde
brand's father mentioned to Stringfield that 
his daughter was still in a state of shock when 
the two returned to her home. Police were 
notified and investigated about an hour later, 
finding no object, but noting that tree 
branches were broken off in a roughly circular 
area matching the 30-ft diameter estimated by 
the two witnesses. 

One of the other witnesses who reported 
seeing only airborne objects, Mr. George Dover, 
of wyoming, Ohio, told me by telephone that he 
had seen a red-glowing object pass near his 
house, heading towards the general location of 
Milford just before 0100 that same night. 
Other accounts will not be cited here, since 
I have not personally checked them. 

Case 9. Richmond, Va., June 24, 1966 

This is another sighting by a law-enforce
ment officer. In general, one notices the 
pattern that UFO reports tend to come primarily 
from persons whose vocation takes them out of 
doors a great deal or who are engaged in some 
form of observational work. There are more 
nighttime UFO observations than daytime obser
vations (reasons unknown) , and a substantial 
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number of nighttime cases involve sheriff's 
deputies, police officers, and watchmen. There 
is nothing surprising in this. 

At about 0330, Richmond patrolman William 
L. Stevens was cruising on the edge of Richmond 
when he spotted some yellow and green lights a 
few hundred feet in the air. Driving closer in 
his patrol car to secure a better look, he 
found that the lights appeared to surround the 
edge of a "dirigible-shaped" object, which he 
estimated at perhaps 100-125 feet long and over 
30 feet in diameter. The lights were alter
nately green and yellow, in a string around the 
object, and the entire object seemed to be 
enveloped in a haze or mist of some unusual 
nature. 

As he neared it, the object moved off 
ahead of him. He continued following and 
stayed with it for over six miles before it 
acceleratec and sped away. When I interviewed 
Stevens by phone, he stated that it moved as 
if it "were playing a game" with him, always 
maintaining about the same lead-distance ahead 
of him, despite his altering speed several 
times. At one point he was driving at 110 mph. 
Two other officers in Henrico County also 
reported seeing moving lights in that area at 
that general time, but no other witnesses 
reported seeing the object at as close a range 
as did Stevens. A young couple reported a 
somewhat similar object north of Newport News 
that night. This case was reported in the 
Richmond llews Leader some weeks later (July 21); 
Stevens feared ridicule and had not volunteered 
a report earlier. 

As a postscript to this latter point, and 
further commentary on the widely encountered 
sensitivity to ridicule that has evolved from 
years of "explanations" by Bluebook, plus home
town newspaper ridicule growing out of the mis 
match between original citizens' reports and 
subsequent Air Force statements, I might quote 
from a clipping that happens just to h ave come 
across my desk. Capt. Jack Br own, of the 
Shasta, Calif. police force, is quo ted in the 
Redding, Calif., Reaord Searah tight for Feb. 17, 
1967, concerning some unusual sightings he and 
other local police officers have made recently 
in the Shasta area. I omit the sightings, 
since I have not checked them, but note that 
Brown is quoted, in a purely matter-of-fact way 
as saying "he knows what has happened to other 
law officers who reported seeing flying 
saucers: They were ruined by the publicity." 
That may be a bit too strong; but I know from 
much personal experience in interviewing wit
nesses that witness after witness has been 
embittered by callous Air Force discrediting 
of their accounts . It's high time that this 
pattern was terminated. It will be terminated 
only when some truly competent personnel not 
committed to UFO- debunking are made responsible 
for investigations. 

Case 10. RandoZph, Vt ., Ja.nuary 4, 1965 

This was another case originally checked 
out by NICAP investigator R. E. Fowler. At 
about 1715, Dr. Richard S . Woodruff, Vermont 
State Pathologist and Professor, College of 
Medicine, University of Vermont, was returning 

to Burlington from grand jury testimony in 
Brattleboro. His driver was a Vermont State 
Trooper whose name has been released to NICAP 
but not released publicly. Driving north 
between Bethel and Randolph, on Hwy. 12, the 
two suddenly noticed a sharply-defined round 
object, glowing with a reddish-orange light, 
streaking across their path at perhaps 200 
feet above terrain. It passed from west to 
east in a matter of seconds, making no noise 
audible over their own engine noise. No 
sooner had it passed out of sight to their 
east than a second similar glowing object 
streaked past, and finally a third, the total 
duration of the sighting being only about 30 
seconds. They estimated the distance to the 
objects at one-half to one mile; but in the 
twilight, their estimates , according to 
Dr. Woodruff, with whom I have discussed the 
incident, were probably not too reliable . 
Both were entirely certain these were not 
aircraft or astronomical objects, and they 
noted that the objects climbed slightly as 
they moved eastward. The angular diameter 
corresponded to a baseball at arm's length or 
perhaps a bit larger, according to these wit
nesses; i.e., many times the angular diameter 
of the moon . The skies were clear and stars 
were visible. Four men driving in another 
car on the same highway reported seeing three 
similar ob jects at about the same time and 
place, and gave generally similar descriptions, 
as did also H. E. Wheatley, Chairman of the 
Randolph Board of Selectmen, who s aw the 
phenomenon while driving about a mile north 
of Bethel. 

NICAP obtained from Maj . Marston M. Jacks, 
of the Pentagon Office of Information, on 
January 27, 1965, the Bluebook evaluation: 
meteors of the Quadrantid meteor stream. 
Actually the radiant-point of this stream was, 
at that time, about on the NNW point of these 
observers' horizon, so a ny Quadrantids moving 
in the east-to-west manner described by all 
witnesses would have been invisible due to the 
very trees above whose tops these three glowing 
objects were observed moving. Secondly, the 
reported angular diameters are completely out 
of accord with that of stream meteors, and the 
passage of three such objects along essentially 
identical trajectories within 30 seconds or so 
strains the meteor hypothesis still further . 
Dr. Woodruff, emphasizing that he is quite 
familiar with meteor phenomena stated, in com
ment on the Bluebook evaluation, "If I had 
thought that there was any possibility that the 
three objects we saw were meteors, I never 
would have mentioned the matter." 

Case 11. Cherry Creek, N. Y., August 19, 1965 

This is a case where I have not been able 
to make contact with the principal witnesses by 
phone, but a rather thorough NICAP report is 
available, and even more interesting, this is 
one of the small fraction of all cases which 
Bluebook has put in its ·officially Unexplained 
category. Finally, it illustrates a phenomenon 
found in so many UFO cases that it cannot be 
ignored: panic reactions among animals in the 
vicinity of a close-range UFO. I have a 
special file of su7h animal-reaction cases, 
wh1ch I am assembl1ng because these cases seem 



to have strong bearing on the question of 
whether the UFO observations are some quirk of 
human psychology, or as Jung once suggested, 
"psychic projections of archetypal images . " 
If cows, horses, dogs , pigs, cats, and birds 
share our archetypal images and psychically 
project them, then perhaps I'm wrong in sug
gesting these cases rule out purely psycho
logical explanations of the UFO phenomena. To 
date, however, I have found no psychologists 
who are wi~ling to go so far as to suggest 
that bovine, canine, and equine archetypal 
images are identical with ours . 

At about 2020, on August 19th, Harold 
Butcher, age 16, was milking on his parents' 
farm. He had a transistor radio tuned to a 
news program, and was using a tractor to power 
the milking machine. Suddenly, several things 
happened almost simultaneously: Static-like 
interference rose in his radio, the tractor 
moto r stopped, and a bull tethered outside in 
the barnyard began stamping and bellowing 
(making a noise "like I have never heard come 
from an animal before," as the boy said it). 
Looking out the barn window, Butcher saw a 
large elliptical object descending to the 
ground, about a quarter-mile away, making an 
audible beep- beep sound. The object, which 
he said was about 50 ft long and football 
shaped, remained on the ground for only a few 
seconds before shooting straight up into the 
clouds overhead. When he yelled for members 
of his fami•ly to come out, they noted a 
strange odor , a peculiar greenish glow in the 
clouds into which the boy stated that the 
object had disappeared, and they found that 
the bull which had been tethered to a steel bar 
had bent the steel bar in his efforts to get 
loose. 

Mrs. Butcher phoned state police , and 
before they arrived the object had been briefly 
sighted again by four persons. USAF officers 
from nearby Niagara Falls AFB investigated the 
case . A purplish liquid of unknown nature was 
found at the spot Harold indicated he had seen 
the object first touch down (or seem to touch 
down). The tall g rass was disturbed in that 
area and singed in some places. Two track- like 
soil depressions were found. On the next night, 
State Trooper Richard Ward saw an object with 
eight circular lights, flying at a speed which 
he put at doub le that of typical jets yet 
emitting only a faint purring sound. His 
sighting was made only a few miles from the 
Butcher farm. 

The Air Force report notes that milk pro
duction from the Butcher dairy herd fell to 
less than half its previous value after this 
sighting and stayed low for some days. It 
might be mentioned t hat there are three cases 
on record of cattle being stampeded by nearby 
UFOs, and a Clarinda, Iowa, farmer whom I have 
interviewed about an object which was reported 
as landing on his farm, said that his cows 
fled to the farthest available area within his 
fenced pasture and would not return for several 
days to the corner in which the object had 
landed. There are many cases of extreme 
reactions in dogs that were present when UFOs 
were_cited. In the Sept. 3, 1965, Exeter, 
N.H., incident , horses started stamping and 
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kicking their stalls at almost exactly the same 
instant as Officer Bertrand and young 
Muscarello spotted the object coming in over 
trees at the Dining farm. Bertrand, when I 
asked him, was unsure whose reaction was first, 
his or the horses. 

Case 12. Dexter, Mich., March 20, 1966 

It was Frank Mannor's dogs who first re
acted to the glowing object that became the 
center of the famous "swamp gas" controversy 
of last spring. Mannor, on going outdoors to 
see why his dogs were barking so unusually at 
2000, spotted a luminous object "coming down 
at a forty - five, " towards a nearly wooded 
swamp. The object reportedly hovered momen
tarily and then descended below his l ine of 
vision. With his son, he walked out towards 
the spot, and spotted it again, g lowing ~n the 
swamp, several hundreds of yards ahead. He 
stated that it s eemed to be sitting in a patch 
of mist, about 10 feet off terrain, was domed 
in shape , and had a coral- like or quilted 
structure to its surface. Suddenly the light 
turned blood-red and then blinked out, accord
ing to the accounts of Mannor and his son. In 
the meantime, others had been summoned, includ
ing police, some of whom reported seeing the 
glowing object in the swampy wooded area. 

(I have tried twice to reach Mannor by 
phone to confirm details of his sighting. The 
first time his wife informed me he was not 
talking to anyone as a result of all the ridi
cule he had received. The second time, their 
phone was unlisted or disconnected. I have 
heard a NICAP taped interview with Mannor in 
which he confirms the main features as reported 
in the press and corrects Life ' s erroneous 
drawings of the shape of the object that he 
saw. It had a flat bottom, he stressed .) 

At a large press conference, Bluebook 
scientific consultant Dr. J. A. Hynek, proposed 
that all this was due to swamp gas. The source 
he cited for his authority was Minnaert, a 
Dutch astronomer, whose book mentions will-of
the-wisp but goes way back to an early 19th 
century scientist to find a corroborating wit
ness. Swamp gas is methane, and it remains a 
chemical mystery how it sometimes ignites by 
natural processes, giving evanescent flickering 
flames a few inches high over marshy areas, 
mainly in summer when chemical reaction rates 
are h igh. A colleague who earned his Ph.D. 
collecting salamanders in that v ery area said 
he'd never once seen swamp gas burning, even in 
the summer when production rates are maximal. 
The Dexter case involved a luminous object " the 
size of an automobile" described as descending 
into the swamps and then glowing so brightly it 
was visible for hundreds of yards away through 
the brush and trees, scarcely a close fit to 
swamp gas. Furthermore, low temperatures at 
that time of year could support only extremely 
low methane production rates, and the winds 
that night were about 5 mph, which would have 
precluded accumulations of more than trace 
amounts under any conditions . 

Probably no one UFO "explanation" has 
brought the Air Force more ridicule than this 
swamp gas case. "Swamp gas" has become almost 
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a symbol of public ridicule of the Bluebook 
contribed explanations. I attempted many 
months ago to persuade Bluebook to change that 
to an Unidentified, but was emphatically told 
by Maj. Quintanilla that any changes would 
have to come from Dr. Hynek, not him, since 
the Air Force had absolutely nothing to do with 
that one. Dr. Hynek, when I then pressed him 
to consider r etracting it on his own, indicated 
that perhaps that might be a good idea, but has 
not done so to date. 

Cas e 13 . Damo n, Te:ras, S eptembe r J, 196 5 

Less than 24 hours after the Exeter inci
dent, two Brazoria County deputy sheriffs were 
cruising near Damon, Texas, when they spotted 
what they first took to be a gas-well fire in 
the distance. But as the lights separated and 
then floated up into the air, Deputies Billy 
E . McCoy and Robert W. Goode took increased 
interest . They decided to drive via back roads 
to investigate, and had pulled over to the side 
to check again with binoculars when suddenly 
the lights seemed almost instantaneously to 
shoot towards them and stop over a field only 
about 150 feet from them at an a ltitude of 
perhaps 100 feet above the field. I have 
interviewed both men, and despite their being 
experienced law enforcement officers, they did 
not conceal the fact that this sudden approach 
and the astonishing size of the object 
frightened both of them. 

The object was extreme ly large; one com
pared it to the size of a football field, the 
other put i ts length as 200 feet or more. Its 
vertical thickness at its domed center section 
they thought to be 40 to 50 feet. A very 
bright purple light on the object illuminated 
not only the ground near the object, but even 
the inside of the patrol car. Goode was driv
ing, and his left arm was on the outside of 
the car. Despite the covering of a shirt and 
coat, he sensed heating of the exposed arm in 
the moment before they darted off as fast as 
the patrol car could go. McCoy looked back as 
Goode drove off, and the object was seen to 
shoot off at high speed back in the direction 
from which it came, and then veer upwards and 
disappear aloft. The Bluebook office assembled 
data on the l o catio n of the star Antares and on 
local inversions, and at one stage this was 
their tentative explanation for this highly 
un-astronomical sighting. But the final evalu
ation that now stands for this one is Uniden
tified. 

Yearly, and sometimes in between, Bluebook 
puts out assurances that in the (tiny fraction 
of cases in their) Unidentified cases are none 
that "defy explanation in present-day scienti
fic and technological terms. " When one exa
mines some of the officially Unidentified cases 
like the Damon Case, or the Exeter or Cherry 
Creek, or the famous Socorro case, or any of a 
number of other officially Unknown cases that 
are not remotely like anything in our present
day technological or scientific knowledge, one 
wonders j ust what Bluebook's frequently
reiterated phraseology is supposed to mean. 

Case 14. Sa~t Lake City, Utah, October 2 , 1961 

A multiple-witness daytime sighting of a 
solid, metallic-looking disc was headline news 
in the Salt Lake Tribun e of October 3, 1961, 
though wire editors didn't take it seriously. 
A Salt Lake insurance man, Waldo J . Harris, 
flying his private plane, took off from Utah 
Central Airport at almost exactly noon. Dur ing 
his engine run-up on Runway 160,he casually 
no t i ced what he thought to be a plane a number 
of miles off to the south-southeast. After 
l ift- off , he noticed it again in the same 
apparent spot. Af ter climbing out and turning 
out of the pattern, he happened to notice it a 
third time, and this time became puzzled that 
it had not altered its apparent location appre
ciably. He thought perhaps it was doing tight 
S-turns, he told me in an interview with him 
some months ago, and he might not have P.aid 
further attention to it except for the fact 
that suddenly it executed the first of several 
"wobbling" maneuvers and glinted brightly in 
the noon sun, giving him a sharper impression 
of shape . It looked disc-like, he thought. 
But still being unsure, he flew towards it and 
climbed to 6000 ft. When he got within an 
estimated 2-3 miles of it, at the same alti
tude as the object, h e confirmed his impression 
that it was like two saucers, in lenticular 
over-all outline. It appeared moti onless in 
midair at his flight altitude, and at one 
important point it lay between him and distant 
Mt. Nebo, so that he was viewing it against 
the distant mountain background. 

He tried to close further, but suddenly 
the object abruptly shot upwards, by an esti
mated 1000 ft, and as he closed still further, 
it began moving southwards at a considerably 
faster speed than his, and then again seemed 
to hover perhaps 8-10 miles away from him. 
When he continued towards it, but long before 
he came close again, the object suddenly shot 
upwards at extremely high speed towards the 
southwest and climbed out of sight. 

At the time that he first discerned its 
non-conventional shape , Harris had radioed 
back to the Utah Central Airport and requested 
that personnel there get binoculars and exa
mine the object from the ground. A total of 
seven ground observers confirmed the general 
features of his sightings . These included 
Mr. and Mrs. Jay Galbrait~who operate the 
airport, Robert Butler, a mecha nic, Virgil 
Redmond, and several others . The rocking 
motion as the object hovered was confirmed by 
the ground observers. A number of other 
observed details will be omitted here. 

The original Bluebook explanation, 
released by the Pentagon press desk, was that 
Harris had seen either a balloon or Venus . I 
discussed balloons with Harris at some length; 
he obviously had seen a lot of them, large and 
small, in his flying experience. He was quite 
positive that a balloon was out of question. 
He said that when he was first told that a 
Pentagon Air Force spokesman h ad suggested it 
was Venus he was viewing, he had pointed out 
again that his account emphasized that at one 
stage of the sighting the object clearly lay 
at his 6000-ft altitude, between him and 



distant terrain. He said that, at the time of 
that Air Force announcement , he had made some 
jaundiced public statement to the effect that 
he's a bit worried about the safety of our 
nation if there are people down there in the 
Pentagon who think you can fit Venus into the 
Salt Lake Valley, between him and Mt. Nebo. 

I had checked the present status of the 
Harris report, at Bluebook in June, 1966, and 
proceeded to tell him that it is now offi
cially classed as a "sundog." I shall not 
repeat his comments. 

One can easily take this sighting and 
show how unreasonable both the "Venus " and 
"sundog" explanations are. Venus lay in the 
southwest sky at an angular altitude well 
above Harris' horizon, and would be quite 
difficult to spot without diligent searching. 
But Harris saw the object towards the south
southeast, "right down Runway 160", and it 
was on his horizon when he had climbed to 
6000 ft . S imilarly the sundog explanation 
is nonsensical. The altitude of the noon sun 
at Salt Lake City that day was about 40°, and 
sundogs , if there had been any, would have 
occurred to right and left at essentially 
that same angular altitude, far above the 
pos ition in the sky where Harris and others 
saw the object hovering. Furthermore, the 
skies were almost cloudless, the observers 
emphasized. This case is just one more of 
hundreds of glaring examples of casually 
erroneous Bluebook explanations put out by 
untrained men and passed on to the press and 
public by PIO's who are equal ly untrained and 
cannot recognize elementary scientific absur
dities when they see them. Yet just this kind 
of balderdash has left the bulk of the public 
with the impression that UFOs can't exist 
since the Air Force has disproved virtually 
all the reports they ' ve ever received. 

Case 15 . Central Indiana, October 3, 1958 

In the records are many (probably well 
over two hundred) cases where UFOs "buzzed" 
cars, and there are also several instances, 
from various parts of the world, where uniden
tified objects have passed over railroad trains 
in a manner suggesting something more than ran
dom coincidence . One interesting example 
involves a Monon Railroad freight train that 
was repeatedly overflown by four glowing discs 
during a protracted episode early on October 3, 
1958 . I have interviewed three of the five 
train crewmen, confirming details to be found 
1n the NICAP report and in a more complete 
account by Frank Edwards, who originally inves
tigated the sighting. It is a very involved 
sighting , since the objects followed the train, 
maneuvering back and forth near it for an hour 
and ten minutes; hence only a sparse outlin;-
WITl-ne g1ven here. 

The objects were first sighted a bit after 
0300, well ahead of the train, crossing the 
path of the southbound freight as it was near 
Wasco, Indiana. Cecil Bridge, fireman, sighted 
them first, and quickly pointed them out to the 
engineer, Harry Eckman, and another crewman in 
the cab, Morris Ott. Shortly thereafter, the 
objects executed a turn and came in towards the 
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train obliquely, passing right overhead at a 
height estimated at something like 100 feet or 
so. The men in the cab had radioed the caboose 
crew, and conductor Ed Robinson in the caboose 
cupola told me that he was looking right down 
the line of cars as the four disc-like things · 
swept over the train. He estimated their 
diameters as 30-40 feet. My interviews with 
Eckman, Bridge, and Robinson cannot be fully 
summarized because all of the maneuvers that 
then unfolded would take too much space to 
recount . At one time the train was switching 
cars at Frankfort, Ind. , and during the 10-15 
minutes operation, Robinson said that the 
objects seemed to have "landed" a mile or so 
back up the line. He could make out sparks or 
glowing lights, but not much detai l. After the 
train r esumed motion, the objects followed them 
again, and did not break off and leave until 
the train reached the vicinity of Kirklin, Ind. 
I checked carefully whether there was sUbstance 
in repor ts that they had been told to keep 
quiet about this sighting; all three emphat
ically denied this. They had not been inter
rogated by any USAF personnel about this sight
ing. I believe I am correct in saying that no 
wire- story coverage on this important case was 
ever filed. 

Case 16. Washington National Airport, July 19 
and 26, 1952 

One does not have the fu ll picture on UFOs 
and their official investigation until he has 
studied carefully many of the cases in the 
later 1949's and early 1950 's, prior to the 
1953 turning-point of the Robert son Panel and 
CIA debunking order . In the past year, I 
have rather carefully gone over several dozen 
important cases from that period, and have run 
down witnesses in many of them. In the case 
of the Washington Airport incide nts, I have 
never located any witnesses for personal inter
views, but the basic facts of this most famous 
of all UFO episodes are well attested in press 
records which I have gone over , so personal 
interviews are not so crucial here. 

I shall not attempt a full recounting, 
since so much went on that even a chapter in 
Ruppelt's book (Ref. 1) does not do justice to 
it. The principal points deserving emphasis 
are these: Unknown returns were picked up on 
as many as three separate radars in the 
Washington area, at times all three sets havinq 
compatible echoes. Visual observations of 
these fast-moving objects were made from ground 
and air , especially the latter. Despite fran
tic confusion on both of these two occasions, 
the record is moderately clear as to who saw 
what and where. The CAA radar controllers, to 
this day, insist that the echoes were good hard 
echoes, quite unlike familiar ground-returns 
caused by anomalous propagation under inver
sions . The official explanation put out at the 
time was that the radar returns were due to 
anomalous propagation, and the visual sightings 
were caused by refraction effects due to the 
same inversions responsible for the radar 
anomalies. 

I have examined the radiosonde data for 
both nights, have computed the refractive index 
gradients, and find that, after making allow~ 
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for lag effects in the radiosonde, radar 
d u c tin g could not have occurred. The 
suggestion that an inversion of the sort 
exhibited by the radiosonde d ata for that 
night at Washington caused the reported visual 
effects is absolutely absurd. First of all, 
the inversion was a very weak one by mirage 
standards, so that even the ground observers 
could not have seen mirages. But worse, the 
optics of mirages and the "optics" of radar 
ground returns are significantly different in 
several respects, so that false targets would 
not seem to lie in the same place in the sky 
to a v i sual observer and a radar observer. 
Furthermore, the most important visual obser
vations were not on the ground but in the air 
by several comme r cial pilots (and even by one 
jet pilot who was vectored close to one of 
the radar targets moving over the capitol). 
Finally the temperature data aloft at aircraft 
altitude were not even remotely capable of 
producing anything like what was described by 
the pilots. 

These 1952 "explanations" have never since 
been challenged, and the summary analysis of 
this case that Bluebook still sends out when 
queried on the case is a verbatim assemblage 
of the hasty remarks made by frantic officers 
trying to ge t the Air Force off the hook in 
that tight squeeze o f July, 1952. 1 even 
found a passage in the currently distributed 
case summary which asserts that "unfortunately 
the o'nly day for which weather data was 
obtained was for 26 July 1952, " precisely the 
assertion I found appearing on a memo dated 
29 August 1952 from Capt. James ( a radar 
officer) to Capt. Ruppelt (copy of memo in 
Bluebook file on this case). But, amusingly, 
a dozen sheets of dog-eared paper further on 
in this very same file that Maj. Quintanilla 
gave me, I found the allegedly missing Weather 
Bureau radiosonde data for July 19! When I 
plotted it, it became quite clear that no 
anomalous propagation could have produced the 
solid radar returns so emphatically described 
to the press by the experienced CAA radarmen 
on duty that night. 

Donald Keyhoe, in one of his books, 
vividly describes the press conference at which 
all this misinformation was put out to press, 
Congress, and public. Several reporters had 
asked a few questions of knowledgeable radarmen 
and tried to object that the weather data 
simply did not support the Air Force claim of 
ground-returns; but their objecting questions 
were cut off. 

Case 17 . Mount Rainier, June 24 , 1947 

On the basis of several extended telephone 
discussions with Kenneth Arnold, the private 
pilo t who reported this era-opening UFO sight
ing, and on the basis of examination of weather 
data for that day, I must categorically reject 
the long-standing Air Force explanation that 
this was a "mirage." Dr. Menzel, in his second 
book, also subscribes to this hypothesis. The 
radiosonde data for that date show no strong 
inversion aloft of the type that would be 
required to produce even a mild miraqe 1 but 
there's no indication that either Bluebook or 
Menzel.used any quantitative considerations in 

arriving at their explanation. Furthermore, 
Arnold described the objects as slowly climbing 
as they fluttered along at high speed from the 
Mt. Rainier area to near Mt.Adams, a roughly 
45-mile distance which he timed them covering 
at a speed of about 1500 miles per hour. 
(Scientists will be amused to be told that in 
the official Bluebook summary analysis, this 
speed is quoted as "1656.71 miles per hour." 
At firctthe objects were viewed by Arnold 
against outlier peaks on Mt. Rainer; that put 
their altitude at r oughly the same as his 
flight altitude of about 9500 f eet. But by 
the time the discs reached the Mt . Adams area, 
Arnold stated that the lead objects in the 
string of nine had ascended to perhaps 13,000 
to 14,000 feet near Adams. That much alti
tude increase implies so large an increase of 
angular altitude that the possibility of ~ 
naturally occurring inversion accounting !Or 
these apparitions on a mirage basis is wholly 
out of the question. And beyond all this, one 
has to ask just what Bluebook and Menzel would 
like to suggest as the real objects whose 
images were refractively distorted into these 
moving discs? Their azimuth changed position 
by almost ninety degrees in the roughly minute 
a nd a half that Arnold watched them skim past 
him. To suggest that he was watching an 
azimuthally moving mirage through such a 
sector is patently absurd. Yet this is only 
more of the same type of absurdity that marks 
many more "explanations" in Bluebook files and 
in Menzel's books. 

Case 18. White Sands, ApriL 24, 1949 

Charles B. Moore, Jr., working with 
several assistants, was taking pilot balloon 
observations of upper winds, as a part of a 
high-altitude balloon flight that day. Through 
a series of steps that will not be fully re
counted here, they spotted and began tracking 
with their theodolite a whitish elliptical
shaped object that was moving at high angular 
velocity from southwest to northeast . In 
about 60 seconds this object moved off to the 
northeast, and just before passing out of 
sight in the 25-power telescope, its altitude 
angle began to slowly increase! Another 
balloon was immediately released to double
check the winds, but no high-speed upper jet 
was present to blow anything along at anything 
like this object's speed. I have discussed 
this early sighting with Moore several times. 
Dr. Menzel easily accounts for the whole thing 
on p. 33 of Ref. B: "What Moore saw was an 
out-of-focus and badly astigmatic image of the 
balloon above," caused, he seems to tell his 
reader, by "lenses of air" aloft. Nonsense . 

Space does not permit touching here on 
even a fraction of the significant early 
sightings that should have turned Air Force 
scientists toward serious attention to the UFO 
problem as early a s 1950 . Those cases can be 
found, in quantity, in Ref. 3, and many are 
fairly well treated in Ref. l. The evidence, 
viewed in retrospect, is strong that unconven
tional objects have been around for 20 
neglected years, their general nature not 
altering significantly in that period. I 
cannot begin now to pursue that extremely 
~mportant related question: What about prior 



to 1947? But, in brief, the answer to that 
appears to be that there are observations 
extending back to before the turn of the 
century that seem so similar to 1967 UFO 
observations that it is probable that the UFOs 
have been present for decades. Needless to 
say, i f this is proved true (or highly prob
able ) by more c omplete analysis of the old 
reco rds, it has exceedingly important conse
que n ces. 

EDITORIAL COMMENTS 

As reports such as the examples just cited 
h a ve come in over the years, editorial critic
isms o f o ff i c ial UFO investi gations have not 
been absent. There has been a small , but 
steady, flow of editorial questioning as to 
whether the Air Force is really looking into 
this problem adequately . Occasionally these 
comments have carr i ed real barbs . NICAP, i n 
its bi-mo n t h l y bulletin, The UFO Inves tigator , 
repr i nts e d itori a l remarks from time to time. 
Since ASNE members will find these of interest, 
I i n s ert a number extracted fro m the NICAP 
publication and other sources at this point: 

"I f I had a ny doubts about the public's 
inte r e st i n Un i denti fie d FLying Objects, I' v e 
put them aside . .. What i t bo i ls down t o is t ha t 
man y , many pe r sons agree wi th NI CAP's hypoth 
e s i s tha t the UFOs are 'rea l objects' .. . ' under 
t he con trol of living bei ngs . '" - Charles H . 
Ba ll, Aviatio n Editor, Boston Traveler. 

"Do you ever ge t the feeli ng that when it 
comes to flying sauc ers, the Air For ce makes 
its de nials siz mon ths i n advance? " - Seattle 
Time s . 

" ... t he publ i c i s entitled to the be st 
answers available . Possibly a na t ional hear
ing on t he ma t t e r, lo ng sough t by dedica ted 
s aucer - wa t cher s , wou ldn ' t be too bad an idea . " 
- Springfield, Ohio, ~-

" ~he Air Fo rce s ays a l l sighti ngs can be 
e ~plcin ed in t e rm s of known phenomena and then 
~dds t h at it can't e z plain 633 of t he reports 
i t has had . Which remi nd s us o f the Engl ish 
Astron omer Roy a l , who spo ke up i n L95 7 just 
be f ore t he Sovie t Un ion s t ar t led the wor ld with 
i : s f irst S putnik launchi ng : ' Spac e t ravel is 
:.ne r bilge."' - Dallas Morn i ng ~-

"If we can whiz t h ings at the moon and 
o ther plane ts , it i s possi b le t ha t other 
p l anets are wh i z z i ng thing s by earth ... There 
::: 1•e ."lc:ny :r>eports i n USAF f iles made by quali 
:ied piZots who, i n fl i ght , ha ve encountered 
UFOs with fantas t ic flight pat t e rn s . Thes e 
office r s a re not q uacks , nor are many of t h e 
in t ellige n t people who h ave s potted phenomena L 
o bjects in th e sky . " - Mer i den, Conn., J ournal. 

":: some of th ese flyi ng object s are 
inde ed plane tary spa c ecraft , it is Logical to 
:::ssume that go v e rnmental offic i als, assuming 
t hey do h ave such e vidence , may be keep i ng t he 
ne ws q ui et fo r fear that a sudde n disclosure 
~ight h:::ve drastic emo t iona L and econ omic 
e :"fects . " -Medford, Oregon, Mail Tribune. 

" They can stop kidd ing us now about there 
be ing no s uc h things as ' f lying saucers .'" 
- Ft. Worth Star- Telegram. 

"Th e subject o f UFOs remains not only an 
area of sustained interes t but one which l egi 
timately demands addi t ional investiga tio n ." 
- Wichita Eagle. 
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"We think that the time has come when the 
Ai r Force ' s knowledge o f these objects and the 
resu l t s o f the investigations which h av e been 
carried o u t should be made public."- Coos Bay, 
Oregon, World. 

" . . . b ut whate ve r t he reaso n may be why the 
Air Force s pokesmen are b ec oming Less vocal . .. 
t he t i me i s Long overdue fo r the Government t o 
dis c lose t o the publ i c a ll that it kn ows about 
UFOs . " - Alameda, Calif., Times-Star. 

"Attempts to di smi ss the repo r ted sight
ings under t he ra t i ona le ezh i b i t ed by Pro j ec t 
Bl uebook won 't solve th e mystery, h owever, an d 
serve on ly to heighten t he suspicion that 
t here's something out there the Air Force 
doesn't want us to know about. I f 
Project BLuebook officia l s want the UFOs to 
go away t h ey ' d be wel l advised to wi s h on 
ano t he r star . " - Richmond, Virginia, News
Leader . 

" There i s a s t r ong b e li e f t hat the mi li 
t ary chiefs know mor e about uni den ti f ied flyin g 
objects than they a re l e tting on , b u t are k e e p
ing it a wel L-guarded secre t so as not to panic 
the publi c." - Shawville, Quebec, Entity. 

"It 'a ab out time for Congress t o ho ld a 
publ ic invest i gation o f this mys te r y .... The Ai r 
Fo rce is still adamant : everybody is imagining 
thi ngs ." - Houston Chronicle. 

"The t ime is l ong o verdue for a candid 
disclosur e of f i nd ings. " - Aurora, Illinois, 
Beacon-News . 

" . .. wel l - conducted cong r essi ona l inq u i1•y 
can he lp establi s h the fac~s and qui e t needless 
public alarm." - Indianapo lis ~· 

"If there is a ny s ubstantial e vi de nc e that 
any of the sightings can b e a t tri bu ted t o 
objec t s eith e r intra- or eztra - planetary , t he 
Air Fo rce s hould reveal it to us . " - Cincinatti 
Enquirer . 

In those sample quotes one notes an under
current of concern that perhaps UFOs are not 
being investigated adequately. Within just the 
past month or so a large number of UFO sight
i ngs of very unusual nature near Ho uston, 
Texas, have evoked similar comments, brought 
out in a good series on the problem that has 
run in the Houston Tribune. People down there 
are beginning to ask whether anyole is really 
checking into all these phenomena sightings. 

I base my comment on a year's detailed 
inquiry when I say that the answer is that no 
one in our Government has bee n taking the prob
lem seriously enough to carry out an adequate 
investigation. An uneasy citizenry will find, 
when the facts are out, that their reports were 
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ignored and ridiculed and forgotten. 

Note in the quoted editorials a recurrence 
of the hypothesis that officials at high levels 
do know about the UFOs and are guarding the 
public from some panic-triggering news. This 
is so far from the true situation that I find 
the suggestion laughable. Nobody in Washington 
is protecting anyone from panic . The Air 
Force, NASA, august scientific bodies, and all 
the rest, know the UFOs are a lot of nonsense. 

There is no hidden truth to be disclosed 
because the agency assigned the responsibi lity 
to check the problem of the unidentified flying 
obj ects has incompetently done its job, has 
fallen victim to its own propaganda in the past 
dozen years , and has misled us all , since 1953. 

The quotes above contain a number of pleas 
for a truly thorough Congressional investiga
tion . This, I now believe, is the only 
approach at all capable of quickly escalating 
scientific study of the UFO problem to the 
top-level status I believe it warrants. And 
no stimulus for Congres sional inquiry would be 
as potent as some firm editorial pressure from 
all sides of the country. 

IS IT POSSIBLE THAT THE UFOS ARE EXTRA
TERRESTRIAL PROBES? 

Scattered through the comments just cited, 
one finds remarks indicating that there may be 
a few editors who are speculating on whether 
the UFOs are extraterrestrial in origin. 

I believe , on the basis of my intensive 
study of the UFO p roblem, that this hypoth
e s i s mu s t, i n fac t, now be given extremely 
serio u s s cientific attention. 

Let me hasten to interject that I am 
quite familiar with all o f the standard reasons 
as to why this hypothesis seems very remote. 
The solar system seems to harbor no good niches 
for evolution of sentient life. Recent dis
closures of the lack of magnetic fields near 
Mars and Venus, demonstrations of the extreme 
tenuity of the Martian atmosphere and of the 
high t emperatures of the Venusian atmosphere, 
and all else that we know of our neighbor
planets seems to argue cogently that the solar 
system is a most unlikely place to generate a 
second l ife-svstem in addition to ours - cer
tainly unlikely to have a life-system that has 
gone far past us. 

Within the past half-dozen years it has, 
somewhat amusingly, become scientifically 
respectable to take as axiomatic that in the 
bil l ions of stellar systems within just our 
Galaxy alone, life must have evolved again and 
again, taking routes that may have gone far 
beyond our present civilization, culture, and 
technology. One can now say that safely in a 
scientific assemblage. But all that sentient 
life must be said to be \iay out there - not 
here! 

The principle scientific objection to 
thinking that we might (ever) be visited by 
being~ from other stellar systems is tied up 
with the energetics of propulsion . Edward 

Purcell, of Harvard, has presented a delight
fully devastating analysis of the difficulties 
of interstellar travel (Ref. lB, p. 121 ff). 
I certainly am not one to give substantial 
rebuttal to his arguments except in one lame 
(but conceivab ly relevant) way. All of his and 

many others ' arguments agains t feasibility of 
interstellar travel are necessarily couched in 
terms of present-day scientific knowledge and 
technology. To be sure, Purcell's type of 
argument seems to grant every benefit of doubt 
t o the other side by looking far into the 
foreseeable future and still demolishes the 
idea of interstellar travel. But that adjec
tive, "foreseeable," may be just the rub. 
Perhaps there are levels of technology so 
vastly superior to any we can now imagine that 
things can be done which we now regard as quite 
out of the question. Clearly, that is an easy 
argument, by which one could soon be saying 
that everything and anything is possible. I 
certainly do not resort to such arguments in 
my everyday work, and I should like to add that 
I don't care for science-fictioneering in 
general. 

But after a year of scrutiny of highly 
unconventional phenomena credibly reported 
from all parts of this country and (I believe) 
from most of the entire world, I have been 
driven to consider possibilities that I'd 
ordinarily not give a moment's thought to in 
my own personal brand of orthodoxy. It is 
the UFO evidence that slowly forces the dili
gent UFO student to seriously consider the 
extraterrestrial hypothesis - evidence that I 
can only describe as extraordinary in its 
total nature. (I must confess that my chosen 
examples exclude a large amount of UFO phenom
ena that experience teaches me to omit from 
any brief discussion. It is simply too baff
ling to lay before unprepared audiences . ) 

All over the globe persons in all walks 
of life, representing a wide range of educa
tional and cultural backgrounds are reporting, 
often in the face of unpleasant ridicule, 
sightings of objects that appear to be com
pletely real objects yet have characteristics 
that match nothing about which we have present 
knowledge. There are still a few persons who 
suspect these things must be secret Air Force 
test vehicles. They can forget that: no test 
pilot would ever dream of doing the things 
that these objects are repeatedly doing -
hovering over speeding trucks loaded with 
gasoline, maneuvering low over populated areas 
speeding alongside Texas sheriff ' s cars or ' 
diving down on top of trucks and tractors and 
motorbikes and trains. No American test 
vehicles would be checked out in Australia and 
Poland; no Russian test vehicles would be 
flight-tested in Canada or Brazil. The UFOs 
are most definitely not secret test vehicles 
of superlative nature. Arnold's June 1947 
sighting involved phenomena not dissi~ilar 
from 1967 sightings. No nation came out of 
World War II with a secret aerodynamic tech
nology t hat could have produced the craft that 
~rnold and hundreds of others were looking at 
~n the summer o f 1947. And then there is the 
whole chapter that I am here omitting concern
~ng the pre-1947 sightings that go back to 
before the Wright Brothers . 



And I cannot accept the psychol ogical 
explana t ions , to which I have felt obliged to 
return again and again fo r further checking and 
further discussion with colleagues in psychol
ogy and related fields. My conclusion: 
Objects that rock .aircraft at times, that 
lea ve dents in soil and railroad ties, and 
splash when they dive into bodies of water are 
not like ly to be projection phenomena. And all 
of the animal reactions argue r a ther strongly 
agains t human illusory o r hallucinatory expla
nations. Multiple-witness cases rule out 
hallucinations, essentially by definition . 
Much more could be said, but armchair specula
tions about psychological interpretations don't 
hold much weight when one goes over the whole 
p1cture ve r y carefully. 

Other alternative hypotheses of hoax, 
fraud and fabrication account for a few, but 
a percentually negligible number of UFO cases. 
Misinterpreted meteorological and astronom
ical observations and the like do account for 
lots of poor UFO reports, but experienced 
i nvestigators lea rn to recognize these almost 
at a glance and dismiss them from further 
attention . It is the detailed, close-range 
sightings by persons whose reliability cannot 
be brought in t o serious ques tion that carry 
the g rea t weight. These a r e on the increase, 
1t ap?ears. And it s eems that sightings in 
urban areas are on the increase . Almost no 
urban sightings can be found in the records 
for sightings of the late 1940 's. In the 
p ast year there have been dozens of them . 
What does this all mean? What is happening? 
If you wish t o know, do not ask Project Blue
book. 

Pacing of aircraft and buzzing of cars 
goes on rather steadily. These cases so 
str ongly suggest something vaguely resembling 
surveillance o r reconnaissance that the student 
of the problem is f orced to weigh the possi
bility that the UFOs are probes of some type 
that a r e engaged in something that we would 
loosely cal l "observation." There are many 
other categories o f sightings suggesting the 
same tentative hypothesis. How can this be? 
There is, in my present opinion, no sensible 
altern ative to the utterly shocking hypothesis 
that the UFOs are extraterrestrial probes from 
somewhere else. 

WHAT'S TO BE DONE NEXT 

We are 20 years behind in scientific 
study of t h is question . 

. Science h as been assured so long that the 
A1r Force has been studying the problem that 
scientis t s are not likely t o suddenly start 
s tudy1ng the UFO problem without new pressures 
to do so. 

Probably nothing short o f a full-scale 
Congr essional investigation can put on record 
the abysma l shortcomings o f the program that 
lay behind those 20 years of assurances. 

An adequate Congressional investigation 
can come only from outside pressures - which 
will not soon emanate from science. 
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You members of the American Society of 
Newspaper Editors are in an ideal position to 
generate the pressures necessary to force 
Congressional investig.at.ion that will awaken 
scientists here and abroad to the real state 
of the UFO problem . 

And then, but only then, will the problem 
receive the attention of the outstanding scien
tists of the world - who should have been 
devoting their efforts to unraveling this 
extraordinary problem f o r all of those twenty 
years that we have been ignoring this problem. 

It has become my conviction that the 
problem of the unidentified flying ob jec ts is, 
indeed , the g reatest scientific problem of our 
time. 
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